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c 4 £«»4-r*i£Sffl&RtJS£f*. 

IS£0±£8£-f*C4£#ffl4-r*l£effi£Rft&£ 

[»j}SB3]   «SPi££$*i5%«±<t:*-&J:5tc. S? 
sd&flre©«2fcs#©rtS£a;&T 5 c t zm. t r a 

41-      2 x» 3 tciats©ffi:«ffl^«es^*<D« 

»4 T5        2 Xtt 3 CCE«Wfce;8£«SJ8£f*cD 

±*««fl«jtc*ws-f * c 4     t i-4ffigm^«ea 
&#©*(ii:£&. 20 

SJra^Jseo^sKaesorts^sts-r set r 

tt©tt*ffl&BWS£#. 30 

[000 1 ) 

[0002] 40 

f»«cin»-Ctt. JEMd4©i*{*£gffi«(cMo-Ct&aT 

2rr*fc«>©*>©-C*>0. *©S3«SH-kmt«U. 
[ooo3j ttc. tofizumtztcmora. 14*«c 

»9i3nfctSjS<D»jf^Mtt©«ffll!*±^©fcS!)CC. tit 

tt. iiS. iaT»-=fm©(iaK:*5(Dr. jr-i»y<> 
Stf1 m©fi 3 *WT * *>©JW£»B £ S 50 

ftB32 00 0- 1 07 87 0 
2 

[0004]        BftOWMcWSftS^JBgCctt. fit 

(cB8£ti-»>3liSftMft«>ft$t2. 1 0~1 5mr 
»2T3I8B>arS3©JiH»l 0 0 metre**, a 

tt. S? 1 0- 1 5m©&a]tR»ff*«3MB&ttU/cfg 

[0005] co>£>>ttm&icmK>btiz-&m'&<ofe£ 

[0006] 4/c. 9fi£©S3tWTi^OSS/rfaaffl 

rt&*a£*;a-5lM:fffi;j%5-tt£c£*<-£©* 

[0007] i/frir&fti*. iajb«c»asti4v-<>/v 

*{caa?n-5t©-c*5©r. ^£©rts*wr-5£ 

T©i^^W8*i*4. 
[0008] ?Ht>%. JtTtt?m©«HKCc*4ttnic 

(Sl*>o-Cl«!aO*4in:a*ffliJiitJ©WBM^*S. -f 
©fc*>. tt#©JgHHff Utt. 5t«{c tr ^ M«JR 9 WW * 
nfcFv**v?*jit»r*xtiMH-*ftft£. ** 

[ooo9] ae «:$#©—«w«c«a*^-r. BB K 

W^I-5»#I o^ ta«ffJ5©iAS*«ar-5fcJi>© 
*^a*:&-rs3>jcf^-^-/^I 24. 
Z-rtJ-fl 2©4>ccie;XAti^{c»ASn*. 

»2 0*rati*fi©^S!r-^yi 8©4-5©^r 

[00 10] L*>*LZWe>. ftKmSt2t\tc*—»>f 
(WT. cn«r f?HW^-V>^j 4I.O) ©ifcfe©7t 

*M0r. ■.XO^r-U^if (HUT. Cti* I'rtfliKr-i' 

-1/ > tfjuzmi*-i-o y©(. »m:a>-*©«5#aii-f 

>HSI^-^>y©rtSJ:») 1 0-3 0% 

[oo 11 j     ias^©^feiisg¥«. tini5ca-r*ifc 



WIS hi $tit©rtg*** < *G. te#»»J 

[0 0 1 2 ) -ec-C, G©MH4»«T5fc»{C. #H 
¥7-50761 O^&ffifCJJ. ifl<t>«:fflfilJ3ft/!:tf7 

[0 0 13] ifc. ftSt&*J^K:S^<@R5&§BSBW 
O9 8/0 0 6 2#(Ctt. *-,*>^&1£«*-f*C 

(0 0 1 4]#*¥7-5 076 1 0-^«*-5t»l3:a 
SS&BJSTWO 9 8/o o 6 zmcwmzntcumcjih 

*flfflHr- f> **ftAT*C 4 

Ci#r*S4l>5W£#**. 
[0 0 1 5] */c. «fflK35^-^XH-7>FLWUfcffl 

t,»r.        -5C»«f?K?Hr-     ^tc #A 3ft fcflSUr 

s©i*i&*>h;*<f *c4#r*. MNaxhtMRv 
#*4lO*J£.#**. 30 
(0 0 16) 36K. #S¥7-5076 1 0^&«CC 

3tf5E»K^J«:J: 0 ifWGmZti&DV. -b 

[00 17] 

-5076 1 0-5f£«**U;£BS5&583rWO9 8/0 40 

[00 18] **Utt£K« 
£££©#£*>«££«: J: D8QL -C£»«&£#4 o 
WISKB. SdfltiSftf*. 86S#©JlBltCJ:D&E* 

[ 0 0 1 9 )        W*tf. &M'SZKCt$&&lCJ: 0 SO 

$5632 0 0 0- 1 07 87 0 
4 

rtttri/&£gn*©att33&«:j:->rfcc© 
Sftjrata. g£»©3,iB£#sTT * 41»*> wmtfi* 

[00 2 0] 36«:, facttft&tt. H7«:«*J:o 
cc. asS. ttRVl. 2©Jmtc9HaCl a. 2b*K 
ttt/. -e©?ffct;ia. 2 bitt^Hjffi<cf*J<ai;7a«: 
WT4«t*7*^-Lr. AMI. 2jW8£3h*. f£ 
vc. ffi^asfiBStt. *tt^a«ctkLrJWiaa© 
r. c©J: 5&&BS8£»*-?> K u;i^*fflt>T£ 
EUfcSteKtt, ffi^3l©3aB«lnJ!HA*<'3:,3. 

[002 l ] v>KU**«.»r. FJ-flSSfr 
T4* 3 »^m©^®S^f*«:-5i«cl£e-r 

[0 0 2 2] C©|S|H*:)Bt***fc&«C. @FS 
£633rWO9 8/0 0 6 2^<CI*. v>KUJW0f--'< 

- U >     6-3E©S^**W tttt S&fCgt) 0 f*fc 
<. ^;fifb4t^£rtt*+#-e*s. 
[0023] -5?. ftg¥7 - 5 0 7 6 1 0-#&«fcRJ 

a«:**^-s/>y©**a:et/. -X^-CMEMWJ- 

y^faiewtcjtg-r-s c 4 ttnz<OT:f¥mmm&& 

[0024] 36fc. takste&im^-c&mftiHtit 

ac;rtJ?©ftiE*r*c4&<. -t©**s^tcrai, 
©*«-«M-C*-5. X»W«c«M3txi^«S<c 

«. ^m^n©EHrtr«p.oi.>-ci»s. 
[0025] -e©fc». «sa tifc^««*-e©* 

gunc». t6/j*qB<fi/-f>rt»©r. c©«t^«t^e5ff 

•en*i**. L*»L«*»*b. c©j;^%wa*wi^r* 

6M*;3hr^tti». 



5 
CO 0 2 6 J *£9i*i/!?i*0«fc"5 if 

T*«£S$©S«Stt©fiT'#£T.5 C 4 ©ft 
«»S£#&y*©«^&*«evr*c 4K**. 

(00271 ifc. *JM#Wi*LJt54T*fl!2©aH 

*»ttrsc4»c**. 
[002 8] 36K. #£BJJ>W*t*LJ:5 41-*ff!!©!« 

aw. a^wc^-r-san^$ <. bazaar, g 

[0029] 

Ai»£3ft/c&SSJ&£*-c*-?r. S^apcrtS*1. 
*Hg£S?©P*9&«fc 0     U C 4 * gg 4  * <>©-C* 

10 0 3 0] c©J:^ Jifitffffl^)SS«^»5i. 

»»ifcg*#5%*i«(C&S4. fi£«*f?-5S«C. 83 
3?A>6*S#ffe£r*fc*h#*S©?»i l,< ftt>. 

C©«te. ££#£41/^5*. «£»«^XttT 

t o o 3 i ]     _b£©«t ^jB&oiB«£tt 
a. ^«B©4iS5Ba^©rt»*ttaL. &£««©&& 

tc»«rr-5ct«cj:-,r6»2-r^ci*«-c*4. c© 

^©jassifi^rta^itaricioiasu^. JSSH£ 

*303s©5i«tt*j<5Tr4©r»*o< 

[003 2] ±&©J:!>&i£B;8£JSB»£» 

^t*C4CC«t-,-C«)«2-r-5C<!:Ai-C*-5. C©» 
ms&i&m<Dmmtnm& i. 0 4«±4£*j:'5(c 

i£»«^r-5C4^l!*H>. JiKHWtfM. 04*« 

[0033] £K«««»t5**WtC«*ft!:«ffl^« 
BStefttt. S£8S©rta*#«£«©F>?&J: 0** < 
fc->c©«fc5fcltBffi£«Btt£#«:. -7 
>FU*3*?:RH»Tll£BUc»£{Ctt. 8£SJ©ffitt£ 
*. ^£S©£tt2J:>)*3<W*.SC4#-C*S. 
[0034] *<Dtc#>, W*K. SaSrtS^ftfifrS© 

(4) #W2 00 0- 1 0787 0 
6 

[003514^. 8a5rt&#«:a3*-c(,>&<,>&aB 
ffitt«^©iniE^«:«t»). mstttm 

cnsatBUfctft&cctt. ^Sf{c*}ttiasf©^fe*5 
io Mi$i;tfts/<£w-cfc<. ^^©JsaJF^^ffis-rsi 

g*i*§! 4 ft * 41.^ S. 
[ 0 0 3 6 ] 3 <=>K. 5SSl5F^S*5^©«iSgIiffia$:rffi 

S3 *fifc£«B*ta D ffiiK^tc <fc 0 u -CSRSSS 

<*4Cfc»£«:*il.>t. fttg^B5Sia3Bl£iS$JilT4 
&4«0Km^B^tt£i£BL/c*9£K:tt. 

*aBt*«fctt©«TA«fei;<rC». 
[ 0 0 3 7 ] afc. *sw«:ttsareffl£«BS£<* 

«. ^£Sfca<*©rtS#. aiS^Jjtof'lS J: 

(o b 3 8 ] 3 6(c. £BB©iS8P*-?«>tf£©ii&fH!£ 
S*tffi&U ffi23fiA:£«B*«£l/-C£l51?/a* 
Mc4 btcO&cli. StStCJ: 0 4>fc < 4 fc££ISB©F*3 
a*Jfi-5C4*J-Ct5. *©/c«>. flS4*l>l*ng 
i(|i3f3t©-t^llrt-CtfP)OV»X<,»-5^ll5«=&fflC^-C* 

«(c^T4©s*/h3<r5C4*i-c*. ms.. &n 
30 «tt.: ac«teg{c«tifc£flra«£f**fi* c 4AIHI 

Sfi4<c4. 
[003 9] 
[«9a©HJS©^SB] tlTK. ^^©Hifi©^»tco 

w©a i ©ias©«asK:»-5iitigffl^«'s«^«*©Wii 

*4. Sitter. ^S5A«. ESXS4. JSffilDX 
IS4. *tfctt£ig4*«*ri>.&. 
[0 04 0] sr. fitaiiucoorittira-ri. asi 

40 gtt, 01 (a) (cin-rJ:'>«t. ni§[tt©^Rt30© 
rt. w«©f««i©**aSJax^*«t»r{itA:3-tt. 
ai (b) (cm^«t^cc. «na©f*3Sd, ^**sB©rt 
Sd. j:opt*<<c-5ri»«^««3o«cflair5xg 

[0 04 1] CCT, *3S9|ta?!<1>'bft£<feJ3l¥3 0 

©•Ctttto. HtSflW14©**<5*3n4fflB 

so re?«a*fflt'5c4^rs*.     mx;t. 7-r> 
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CO 04 2] */c. *»Wtctel>rtt. S&1BB3 0© 
j£affl©rta<D*/h«a«:*t-ra. tea&©&«» 3 o © 

■5. 
[0043] 
mn««ta»(x> = (d,-d.... >xi io 

0 0/do . . . 
(IU d,        :£ISS3 0«2&©i£a»©rta 
d, . , . :^«3 0J88P©t£&B*©rtaro*>Ma 

c o o 4 41 ^SA©^. assnta^tt. 5%«±*» 

W3 0©-=tSfflSw:«l:or«. »£a»c*irfc©a#2S 
£U 8#^^TT*i»£#**©-C»*l,<tt 20 

(0045] cn«. sfeiss3 o<Dfta*J3f£©-ra£ 

*i«{c^4i. fcag5©F*?ad. *». i£SSS©rtSd, 
J:0'h3^^Kg©*)WfitaSn*«fc^fc'xiJ. d, i 

1 o o 4 6 ] a»a:a$©sf»tcfflt>e.n^rta 
©*/Nad. « , . icrtt. ££S*£i&&4<,>3<5 
rtt. S^<cfflt>A,ni^««©«tt^6^»J3*iajR 30 
*tt*ffll»*C4>WttU»*». JHMKS^rtft 

J 0 0 4 7 ] Sfc. JSSB£a#l*. JS^SBCSBttSSB* 
'M<b. as*©«tfe4jqi»W4ii.>^^-Ctt, 
am*, ttvc. &jaf?3o©floi©sstt. 

[0 04 8]     a:a«:J:nftW)W*ufca^©« 
3 (JOT. ch* rstsfi^j &i»i>. 01(b)*. 40 
r L i j vmm. ) ut. &ae3o©tni©saii. HI 

IS«c*JWi30gfilS*'J>3< L. &1fft3!l©«ltfJ{t 

[0 04 9] <*6K. I£g#8*>. fcJCHS?***© 

?«&<. S*©#£*8!<.>5c4#-c**. a*lt. 

««1>I*7'?4'V*. ])%«>*£*:(*. #«»3 0©iS 

[0050] SHC «Binxx8ic-?i>-ctt9rr&. «s so 

ISR 2000-107870 
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BoflDXIga. 01 (c) tc^rj;^tc. ttOXScefc 
o Jsasrt&tfteSiS nfe^BWf 3 o <Di&ffizmmo$k& 
ttstctatwuxraiar**; c*itt. &JS&3O© 

aifi©sffitis*jfflt.»t, fft&$-«ttikjg6xaie*i» 

[005 1] «e*». 88ffi©»ax^ffi». fttcfflJgSft* 
i©r»tt<. wfJJrai. ^e^yuais?. sa©* 
ffi*iBV>*C4«l-C**. Sfc. S£&&<>&«t?3 0© 
}g®©^ffitiS *^fS©«H«:*ftSn-Ci>-5«^«c 
tt. «B01I»J*fUfc«tBtt<. MT8C 

[0052] Xtc. tfcfc«£IS(Col»-Cs«>i*S. tt 
Hs^xaa. ftaxaicM>ri»^*?a#«a<**. 
36«:fflffl*0XXgK*}i»r. SiftWfrS©&B«SK: 
UaX$htc&m'g3 0&Rg3 0. 3 0 
is|±* J£tt«£ S i* 4XB-C* *. 

[ 0 0 5 3 ] C C-C. SJkSStttciX. £I3S3 0£it 

*>tf«affittft«64. a*mB<c<r>*-r>tt«jHf 

(,>Tfc<fct>. 
[ 0 0 5 4 ] WC. fSfflfciHS£«. BfSEtt»ft(Eit 

ti*©r. S6^iiotffiat*4. ai id) K. 

£««3 0. 3 0©S^ffl{C-f>-9--HW3 6^r^ 
0. *tettlM^a«C<fc9Ste3hA^eiS£f*3 2 

[ 0 0 5 5 ] *fc. ttft**C*ffit. «B-T4ftB* 
3 0^*CCfc&TM*OT*«RTft«J*». 
W«cii. HT©*frTrtT9 4J:l». 

[ 0 0 5 6 ] ±f. «^ffi©SttitI3 Raaxtt, 5 0 
u m&TWtf5 U». »£ffi©fiiBffl;*Rmaxa*5 0 
«m*ffl^.-5t. ffi&iR<c*<.*-C£H*3 0l8|±ftH-a 
*»1*r. »l»S^BHS**S'=)ti3fj:l»©-C»f*L<«c 

xtt'h3l>ajai>. 
(0057)       ttftf«'f>-V-l'tt3 8ll 

# 1 2 0 0"Cfe[T-C*-5N i Jfid&XHCF e 
■ar*5. ^^-htt3e©fflL**ii2oo-c=&ax. 
■54. m>»^iaa:#.£-i!4)>«cs©-c. «^<pccsrt«r 
igjaa^fcO. *it»tt-/>-9--hM3 6©*rSSatce 
Hr**«^«^T4©r»* o < 
[0 05 8] */c. fi6fflT*^>^- Htt3 6©/33 

3*il0 0«m*ffl^%4. S^|»ifi«ci$i-fi7cJR©ffi 

[0059)4*5, •<>-tJ--hW3 6©«tta. »CC1K 



9 
3esn5*>©r«ict<, ms 1 o ou m«T©fH*©-( 
>^-hW3 6*«^H8B«:^»orii:<. *so 

10 0 6 0 ) ££»B3Ui. *»fhtt»H»*i»* 1/ 

CO 0 6 1 I 8£SKW> 1 2 5 (TCtU: 1 4 0 O'Cfc! 
Twi5H<#*far*i. «^ias*n 2 sox;*'ffitc/x 

"f *©-?»* L. < fc<<». *7t., JS£&K** 1 4 0 O'C* 
m*. s i. stt*^ar*©-c»£ 0 < & 
«.». 
[0062) «^SS«:*JW4K^I8I«J. 3 0 #W± 
SOOtrnTWHTCftS. glfB^AJ 3 0 

^ffjW5T-f*©-Cl>?* I, *fc. «^«ffflI*J 
3oo#£ie*4£. f&mgw&T-rz<Dv#f*is< 

[ 0 0 e 3 ] 3 p,tc. m£nmm?zmEJ]\t> 
1. 5MPatU:5MPaJ«T*«»i9-C*i. ttlEATji 

fcjg. &ifrf*&Sl«fcte^^««£{*©i2SS: 

CO 06 5 J ite. Uttt«£4fr5BOUDHft^iOf 
B. s/9$stwfti&. isai&i&ftjiwis*. fcuoraiM* 

10 0 e e ] tctcL. &%mimimxit&R&&ma 
wxmcmuzn&i&9fttt o-a*. mm* 10 0 k 

kHzi. *aaa*(ci:»)^ffi©*Ai»03fts 

[0 06 7J&IC. c©«fc5tcor»5ft;teteSffl£B 
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r8i»3nfc£Sgg£#3 2©]i£&*m». &js@e 
£#3 2©F"?3*-«©*#?<c-r sxer**. 
[0068 ] AftfityCfc 02 (a) KinTJ:^C. 

*&JSf$£<*3 2 <D-<&tf>h -?> K     3 4 *#A 
0. 02 (b) tc^fJ:^{C. £R««&f*:3 2<*>fl!!«l 
<CfSl*>-5rv>KU;U3 4*»J&3i*< £«SJ£S#3 
2        d, *-cffi*:st»-*x»3:,»:(,>. *«^cc*>c>r 

10 rtS©i9»«i£^<!:iifV. *©82©5ST5gf*T-5. 
C0089) 
[82}        (96) = (d, -d. . , . ) x 1 0 0 

/do  •  i a 
(SO. da        : «^K©#fS^5©rtS 
do... : ffiSST©#1i-#SB©l*?g©*/|N<BI 
[ 0 0 7 0 ] fcfc. #a:A©tS£> SfcggStt. £05^3 
0©5tm«>. £BS«£#3 2©ffligS?*:SiaL,r. 

36<C. t£tfB9©*^S5©rta©ift/Mado . 

[ 0 0 7 1 ] *ffiA©^ffl«co(,»-catwr*. 
£©S3&W*«S>&W-r*£«'g3 0 (01 (a) > © 

^©laajffia^ay^cffisssL, r«: 
8t (HI (b) > U Slffi^jtO^ffittStctafti/iD 
iL/fea (01 (C) >. £m<2zom±*mm&* 

30 S4. B1 (d) iCTjkr^'HC. »^S5©Pgad, ^ 
a^ss©wad. «t *)   <   ru^n^s^3 
2 €r»*C 
[ 0 0 7 2 ] C©«k^ 4&K««^*3 2 ©-8«C-7> 
FU^34*#AL/. <lMa*Cl6)3!P-5r-7>KU^34* 
^iiSttii. ^S££4*3 2©rt&M£*U. 02 
(b) JCmrjr^JC. -S©rtSd, *WTi*«lf« 

£f*3 2*f»*C£>WC*S. 
( 0 0 7 3 ] C©S$. S£SI?©«^gj©f*?ad, »*. » 

S^S©f*3?Ido £9** <«ton>-5©-C. ffig»#«C 
40 *»W5«^a5©ffittJIB. #lS£ai©$Btt£J:')'J>S< 

-5-©/c:J{>. t£K[»^©BR{C»«iSB8*J«!£L. « 
£S©^^ffi-R,-a>5»£-C*o-C*>. teStci: 
o«^ae«:ftji*t^L<c < < 
[ 0 0 7 4 ] tic. JS£i»©rt&d, *9R8£5S©rt'fM 
d. «tO*#0fc»«:. «-^SBfitlS©S3eftln^/b3 < 

^#<<l-S. ZOtcito. fi£f?©SRtC-7>KUA3 4)»^ 
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[007 5] CKDft&RrjftWfi^ 

©sasfcfi&©rta*a£su •&&«B3o©ftg*si*. 

9JK«4r-5SH*^s<-rsci**r#-s. -e©fc 
CO,fc5&£!&gJ8S«:3 2tt> ffiS^T-^rfc, 

*5©-C. l£<g;**ifc£ISe££f*3 2©SiBt 10 
tiRcmatewsT-r * c 4 h a <,». 
[0 07 6] frfc. ±i$©3fr&A'*etel,»-Ctt. 

4 0Tffi»«£8;*fflt>-a>S#. g^^tl/T, 7 

■5C4*ir** («T. cn* r^*A" j 4i>'>>. 
C©i&£, t£&Xgtcfct,»-C. £RB3 0©8»ia8© 

r&«S3o©swcra5te«BiiKu cft*£*£*>it 

[0077] :xtc. *^?B©SF2©IUg©^fiStc»sa; 20 

tt. *&«©?»* 2 ©2Sre©#«(CfcS^ffl#RgS£ 
<*©«£;££ (ttT. cn* r^Bj 4i>5) v 

XI10-C**. H3K*>l»r. #i£Btt. ffiSI?14. 
fat;J!DXX*I4. JM$Xli4*«*.-a>S. 
[0078] it£XHtt. J^Lfc^AiiaBfC. a 

3 (a) «5ttM:9&. PHgNrt©£BS4 0©rt. 
ae!©rts©**a^<cx*s?*ffii»-cii£^$tf5c 4 
tcto. 03 (b) KOk-rxiic. mmmoytowfim 
^.<omtmmvimsnfc£««4 6 KHOX*SXH 30 

[0079] fiu ^B©»^. aaasffia^tt. I o 
x&jbwarsu*. aiajas**Ji o«jfej»T*54. 
ajfi-r*n£«xa(c*jv»r. s^aj*^#<ffltts*«3 

©■e»4t/<fcfc>. 
[0 08 0] ft*. SR^OiUTaCfftCfit*.*?^ 

Se*#TS*6i9>*tt*4*m>£C4#T#S£. fitS 
L .       4 o <Dmx.<o®m&$**fmi> ras 40 

(cj8!«rtitfii,>*. sattes^4L-ca^©^% 
»»«c4#r««i«itt. ±ast//t^A4ra»r* 
-5. 
[0 08 11        faCODXISJCfeC^rtt. 03 
(c) {C^1-<k^(c. H£SIIg(cJ:»)jSaJrta*«S£SS 

iifc£JSra4 0©}S§|Itt:ttfaC4 0 aft&fflStiS. '& 
fc. fccfc&g©!*^ S^gp-C^x^c4*-CS5iS 

a tt. £iSS«^4 2{cf^*ft.5#t!fe{c£i;-c ff 
.*{CEA4C4#-C#*. 50 

1fgaZ 0 0 0- 1 07 87 0 
12 

[008 2] *tc. »*6Xg«c4a<,>ru:. ffi&xgicfc 

•C. ISgiltcWa1; 4 0 a aUf?»S S ftfc&Sre 4 0 Pht 
A*. «#4 4*^Ur, Hl&ZtxZXm-CibZ. «#4 
4(C«, £iaB4 0K/BljS3ftfc?Ma(;4 0 a 41XS6J 
ffi<crt*at;4 4 a*JB«3n-Ci.»4, C«JJ:^ICOtf» 
6ilfc£J3re«£fc4 24[g3 (d) KiKT. 
[0083] RiSSn/c&ja'gfg^tM 2«i. ^AtC 

J: *)®htltc&&Wm-&#3 2 4l3J«tC. J£BWT*> 

h. £SSi8£<*4 2 ©rtg*i-«©*:* 3 d. tcfc* 
3 ft*. JlfltfJKtt. 04 (a) {C^r^^SC. £«t 
8£#4 2©—&fy>t>-7>        3 4£H»AU 0-1 

( b) lew?*       ^JR'ga^(*4 2©ffiSlC|Sl*>o 
•C-7>FU;U34«r»»3^iC4{Cj:»3. 
<*4 2©f9&*W£©a«*-cMS31i-a. 
[0 0 84] CCt. ^B©«^. £S^g£(*4 2 

©fc-gCt. ^«S4 0©jSS|5i£S$Ji(T©il£«Srtf'5 
C4#3*U>. S£«^lSSSBtf;a**iH?L44. i£S 
■SCcadawfflSgBU *at*i.«trfc^n**a©r 

8!>{cw^[4^-7rc^. -t©/c«f). «sai:?i¥£iH*s 
jeS^-CfifgTi©!*. 3yBfitS©tft^=S:f3*. Rvfrfc 
H2?Sfl3JI*>JfflB4&*©-C*?* b < ttt>. 
[0085] iX»C. ^B©f)EffifC^)l,»-CKBfl-r2. J' 

*JS8«iS**i 1 0%JiLt4<c*«fc^«:. ^SB40© 
3S3?ia§?©(*ia*ffi:aL. £He4oisj±*toi;«*ti£ 
{c«fc»)S^i--s4. s^a5©t*3ad, ^«^s5©rtfs 
d, «fctJ**<&oru-S^«»£tt:4 2*§aK:f!? 

[0086] COi^tCbrS^tl/c^lK^ft^^ 2 

tC. «^SSiS0S©?C»fiCt^/|>3 < fr*. -5-©/t«). 

*WT©H£S*-Cffie*«(7fe*x*©-C. fet;©att5CiB 
(c<§Bf*f«»t4©ffiT4. iai;«tt^»*©f3ia 

[0087] yctC. 3tcft?B©» 3 ©HJfi©««CC»5i£ 
«ffl&5B8^&©»&^tc-3l»T»i!BT*. H5 
(a ) — (c) ». *&W<om 3 ©IQS©JB.««:»S tt 

4t>'>) *mrxiiiar**. 
[0088] 2f&C©ift£. sfe«B5 0 4 CX. «3«C 

(Hi ZZmmGt Z *5 C 4 ? 
•5#.tt. ^A40«r*5*i. R(8ftt©#JSt5 0© 
»»*«:atic4cc<. totmtmszm*. «: 

[0089] -ffcb*,. 05 (a) «r^r<t^^P]3tt 
©^«B5 o(Dsasntm.?* c tu <. *©* 



13 
at>axtRj£b das (b)). amsmtLxt&s 
anzBumm-tz. c-te. ntsfimt. a5 (to K.nk 

to090 j com. «£^#a<w-e**±. 

#«2SK5E*U E95 (c) tc^r«t^«C. IS^SWDrt 
&d, ^8^Si5(D(*3Sd, «fc9**<&->-a>*£« 
f«§»5 2*95Ci*i-Cd5. *SiKlll,'ttt, 10 

[0091] 

SI. d, ;«£SG©|*?£ 
■do . . . : #«£S$©f*Jg©*/JMH 
(0092) #ac<Dt&£. »tta$tt. i. o 4«± 

[o 0 9 3 ] a*. *«^sf©rta©ft/j>fiid,.., 

it. mmtamtt. &ei$cc*$w.5#^B©2B»4a*/M 

(HT. cti* rj^fflSSj t(,H>. 05 (c) if. 
fL. j vm™. > w. it«igK*»ttsa:jefi$i*/h 30 

( 0 0 9 4 ]        #fcC©i»£. ULR&Sftlcm^n 

ai*? *.*g#*.5. ft»««ctt. e/T©jSf*T-cjs£ 
*S4J:<,>. 
(0095] Tftfe*. S^jiStt. 1 250*C«± I 

4 0 o'CferFocii^wa-c**. «^ias«j 1250 

fed. ^i^ttTcJRflOffittdH-^Ktffetir. SSBHS 40 

4. ^«5 0©&fl?aaiWi*#<«e»7. 3f£©flUeffl 

1400-c*fli54. stttffcai-rsfc-eftjw**© 

(0096] S^fiJ5(CfeWi^B$ISJ«. 6 0#«± 
aWTC**. e^»W**8O0*M-c*i4. *i& 
HtJBHj$£f**c 4#r# &i»©r©-cft?s L < 
fcfe. ^w****<r34i»-5*-ci*t s^^aitt 

2000-107870 
14 

j^sipfl*3ie-r44«fc(,>. 
( 0 0 9 7 ] * tz. tt^l?ffiCC«#^4ttlE^tt. 2 M 

4. ^*t-MtflJtt$4»*c4*J-c#<ci,»©rt 

<&l>. ft*}. ^Ka^^3<Ti4 

-5r,fe^i». lau &&aj*#jre¥*ia*.54, s£g 

5. fifo-C. toE#«. »Bm]$#&S$yT4&*J: 
^> (csasi-r -5 C 4#a± L<-«. 
(0098)35tC. ^3ifie5©»«P3». 20 mm 

fet±*^a-C**. toJft«*<2 0mm*)StCfc44. (8 
Byti3MW<*<&44&K. JBttifiSL, <>*fi<fc*© 
r#*t,<ftl>. ffigs#©gB&ffitfr&J:0/h3<T*4 

(0.09 9] &*t. «£-ffi©3tffiffli* Rm a xtt. 5 0 
u aMTtfiiti U»A. ttfflT4 A h 8tt. 84£ 
*J 1 2 0 0 •CfclT-e**J5CS 10 0/1 m«T©N i 

«. «tciHs?n5«>©-cia>,j:<. sac. t9*yc**u 
Jt»K1X©-/>1>--h»*m»-5Ci*i-c*5sStt. £ 
j*A4|SItt-C*-5. 
t0 10 0] ifc. «^#H$ltt. #l»Wtfefe#ffl5l*<4? 

*IA>.* &y(ffitt«^«^i!a©j»iS4ur»> sis 
ss i o o k H z «T©»ajfiais*ffli»/cSf^ag!aflo 

(oioi] :x*c. ±a©J:5«cur«a3nfcHFf5E© 
M*ffl*%Wr*^H««^l*5 2©t£«*i?ftofi*. 
A<*Wtc». 05 (d) {C^TJ:^{c. ^S5g«^»5 
2©-«S*»6T>KUiU3 4*»At/. ±«B«^f*5 

V». 
(01021 Jifc. !£fc$tt. ^1X95 0 <!>m&P. 

Syi««^«:5 2©ffla^=&«*L-C. ttSJcaiRfft 

J:0fc^*ttt£a*rfi£ST*c4fert4;i;«. 

(0103] -.XK.. umcoyrtmtc-mxi&wrz. m 
aw?i*ia:S3tir(.»^t»#as5o*35#Abti-. * 
as5 ois)±*fc»«£-r*4ii?iKKc. s^a5fie?*si 
Sfi<j«caaf4gE*5^54< »^u©rt?sd, mmsto 
©rtSdo «t^t<«Co-C),>6&«irS^(*5 25n 
l«C{?5C4*l-Cti. 
[0 1 04] COJiilCLXfttitltcS&'BftS&SZ 
t. ■?> v \,)imzm<.>xwg?tni. umbtmi 



(9) 
15 

10 1 0 5 ] i/c. Jg£S5©rtS#** < fc->-CV>*C 

4. 
[oi 06] OWMII-) attAtm**. £«gjg£ io 

-FH4 0 (ttT. Ctt*'AP 1 H4 0 J b%3&? 
*) *>6fc£J*g7-f>* (178mm) . ftWO. 2 
3 1        (6mm) ©e«3RiJre*flH>, C<^«S©« 

[0 1 0 7 ] IfcSStifc^BcDi^fc&ffiffl;* 
Rmax*53 0am«T4Cr5J:5{Ci±±tf. &»g<D 
»^5iffitc. j i s BN i -3^<oammriU 
& 1 0 5 0 -C.    3 5 0 a m<DN i %&&t8Zft#b. 

15532 00 0- 1 07 87 0 
16 

[ 0 1 0 8 ) fcfc. S^SP^JJD^ffitCiJ. JSfc&3 k 
H z <OiSfti£^£flH>/cBS$&*^g£flH .fc. 

m&mt. a^sg 13 0 o-c. mm 18 
Ofj>. *0BE^4MPa il. ArSiU'fTS^lf, 

(0 109) (HJ6W2-3. tfcttHl. aj&BSS 
o©«aua:a**t -etve*i. OK dt«wi). 3% 
(tt«M«2) . 2 0% (H»W2) . &tf2 5% (Hit 

613) tOfcfcWtt. H»W1 iisia©#ra^Bei>. * 
/SSS^(*0«iaa VS£e*f f ^» A:. 
10 1 1 0] HifiWl-3. aythKWl-2"CW6h 

-C&jS15»!*l**m>. aJW&fcfca^te. 

>y-«C«f5BFfliJl/rO. 5mmfe(TdLfc». CO» 
^#*>6. AP 1 110 4^am£tt»jaiL. sis 
«H*ffrrfc. &£*Sc1 <Cin1". 
[0111] 
[mi 



Cio) 
17 

#032 0 0 0- 1 078 7 0 
18 

St No tt««2 HM0I1 Htt«2 

API H*0 API Hi) API HiO. API H4D API H*0 

* 
-t r. co 7. 00 7. 00 r. 00 1 00 

m 0.23) 0.231 0.231 0.231 C. 231 

*WW«I* (%) C 3 c 20 n 

(Umax : ,um) 
30 30 30 30 30 

> 
BHi-3 BHi-3 Bli-3 BNi-3 3Si-3 

MA CC) 1050 1050 1050 '050 ICiO 
1 
h (MB) SO 50 SO so 50 

m ft B m 

CO 1200 1300 1300 '300 1300 

flSfcWIB (s) 180 ISO tao 180 ISO 

ME* (MPa) 4.0 i.o 4.0 4/0 4. 0 

Kt Ar . Ar Ar Ar 

(3kHr) |3kHz) (3kH2) Uklz) (3kHz) 

(mm) 
4.0 - 0:5 0. s 3. 5 

(%) 25 25 25 25 

IS* 
(MPa) 

283 467 ne 718 717 

X o o o 

t o 112 j tmm&mzo%t vtcamm i -c«. * 

K. ?ISf?aBta2 8 3MPa(OE!aaS^L/. 

[0113] 3532Bita$*3%AL/tlfc*J^2rtt. £ 
*&£tt. lmnHc«'>Wc ±/c. ffiS&O&jS&S 

*». *S©tt«iW!MWlJ:»)^«t*>r>/t. cn«C*tioO 
r. SI553SKtt. 4 6 7MPair[Si±LfcAJ. itifctt 

[0 114] c*itc*fU JSSSBttS$«-fft-etv 5 
%. 20K. SV2 5?6il/fc|lifiWi. 2RV3V 
it. S*®£tt. UThtO. 5mmfC«4>Lfc. * 

m<>Stf4^r*S7O0MPa«±«:^L. H38 

tons] £(±<ojsa^6. test'szmstztiiK.. 

iKim-tit. M&&&i>\^< rzctwc&zc 

I >&«S C £ *» to* tc. 
[one] ($mm) ^A*/Bt,»r. 

«=Ol£S*lTofc. &«§K:ti. API   H4 06»<>fc 
-5*37-f>? (1 78mm) . f*}/fO. 23 1 

50   (6mm) 0D^5RSaS*:Wl.>. C WgO&tmm. 



(11) 
13 

CO 1 1 7 J :£KU tz&stxtc&m'sotsimz&Bmz 
RmaxA*3 0mnOTi^5ct^(cft±tf. &!&<g<D 
Sf^ffifC. SUS1 2 0 0 *C. /*$ 4 0 y mOF e - 3 
B - 3 S i - 1 C£££*/ri*0. «ffittg*«£*?To 
/<:. 3 6CC. fc6*i/c£|jre££fc*. i£S$#2 5% 

t o l 18 J      fiE^SPcojn^^jitctt. k 

^§^12 5 0-0. £88*016 0 10 
#. ME^J4MPait. A r #fflSW»TJS££?T-> 
fc. 
(01 1 9 J (.mtWlS) -Olt-htttLX, J IS 

B N i - 5*ISCD«RE4Wr5i8L«S 1 1 4 O'C. S3 
40 unON i *££5S;frJB<r\  1 3 OO'CSCl 2 00 . 

85S2 00 0- 1 0787 0 
20 

10 120] <3»H6) -C/tf-h*t±l,-C. J IS 
BN i - 5«i3©»J3E£W-rSi&3 1 1 4 0*0. J3<* 

4 0 unKDN i X£&&*JBt>; «£fflg* 14 0 0 
•C. »^ffl*3 0 0«.-4L.A:JW^tt. HJSW4 4R« 

(0 12 1] <ifc«W3) htfit-C. Ifc&l 
290-C. #i*40«m©Fe-2B-l S i 
HK>. B£iSK*l 4 0 0*C. «^B1*3 0 0». ftO 
Eft* 5 MP a tUcfeWi. ^*6W4 i|5)tt(0#ffl{C 

(0122] f?;«W4 - 6. fii>'tt«W3 Tf#6.hfc$ 
ISf«£fc(COl,»-C> fSftWl <h|S]»<D#l!H5CS£V\ « 

iaas!«««. RcHMKik*ff->fc. mm* 

(0123] 
1*2] 



(12) «BB2 00 0- 1 0 7 87 0 
21 22 

55 « N AIM! 4 «IR5 

API mo API MO API H<fl API K40 

^•2 (Of) T. 00 7.30 7.00 ?.C0 

0.231 0.231 C.2JI 0.231 

(%) 15 IS IS IS 

(Run : /im) 
30 30 30 3C 

> 

i 
h 

*f 

Cm     1D     1 C » r|-3H-35t~ 
IC 

CM;; an« t 

St* (*C) 1290 1200 two IMO 

10 40 ID 

IS a ti 

CC) 1400 1250 1300 1400 

«fcB*!B (s) 300 so 120 300 

)S&ij (MPa) 5. 0 *. Q C A 5. 0 

AT Ar 

noma 

(3kHr) (3iHi) OkHi] (3kHi) 

(mm) 
A £ V. ? A C 0. 3 ft t A C c. > 

*W* (%) II 25 25 

fct* 
ttX 

9KMft* 
(MPa) 

4t 7 719 718 722 

* *t « *t 

O O o 

(0 124J8L«5#1 2 9 0-CV*>H>H--httZm 
«,»feik«W3-Ctt. 8J3J$IBI£3 0 08>tt,fcCC 
bit. ffigSODgjSfSflKiWKteU-C. «SaKC*» 
*»ig«>5*/c.        5ISROK«. 4 17MPa"C* 

(oi2 5) chtcatu K&an2oo*cr**-(> 

(0 126) ft**. fe»W3-6SCrtt«6&l3CCfet,>r 
«. ^E»e«>asma**t»mt>i 5%.»:L-C«.»S© 

-C. **83tt. UTtlfcO. 5miT*ofc. 
(0127] «Jt<D*S**>*>. &«?*?BttH4l&}8£r 

**S*Ctet>tr. 1 2 0 0 "CJUT©-f        h tt 

(01281 (^i6W7) ^A^fflVC. #.IS«Sft 
««Z>i£«*fTofc. ^««*C«. API H4 0*6fc 
351-&7 (1 7 8mm) . ftKO. 23U>f 



(13) 
23 

(6mm) (D&Zm'SZmi.*. CCSreWJiSSPWS*. 

[0129] ^tc. tm3t\tt£m<Boy&ffi*%ffi®2 
Rmax*i3 0 <imWTi^5J:5«C<±±.lf. 
«^#ffi«c. J i s BN i -sm^<omii^tiSi 
& l l 4 0 TcDSatfttN i *£££JSi* 1 0 0 u mi fc 

c o 13 o j **r. &&WDmmi3mtcv> m&m k 10 

jfc. «^*^tt. tt^aai 3 0 0-c. mmm 18 
0#. jDS/j4MPaiO. A r #H«*tr«^*1f -J 
te. 
CO 13 1] (#£»W8) ^>*-httiLt, J I S 

BN i -5ttE<»&f8.%:fttiN i 

(0 1321 (HttW9) -/l/*-htf£bT. J I S 

^532000- 1 0787 0 
24 

B M i - 5ffiaOififiJ*Wf 40umiDN"i* 
££*s*fflt>. «#SK* 12 5 o-c. mmraze o 

S^(*©»J£Rcmg £'fT -» te. 
[0 13 31 <tt«fl4) Y>?-f-tt4t,t\ J I S 

B N i - 5 tB^Ott«S=6WTilSS 2 0 0 u m<DN i 
3££S*fflK «£SK* 1 4 0 0 -C. «R8S|3J* 3 

[0 13 4] (*tlSW5) H*4Lr. J IS 
B N i - StBSOffifiS^-T&JS;* 4 0 u m<DN i & 

£&IS*ffl<.». «^iaS=& 1 4 5 0-C. K#B$r<fl£6 0 

*tf o fc. 
[0135] Hft«7 -9. &Crtfc*2W4 - 5 rft^n 

fe***3cc^-r. 
[0136] 
(1*3] 



C14) 
. 25 

*$W2 0 0 0- 107 87 0 
26 

tt No tte«4 *«fl7 %K«8 £*«9 tt«*J5 

* 

9 

API MO API H40 nil   n* V API H40 

•* 7 AO 7 00 7 nn 

m 0. 231 0.231 J. <3 0. 231 0.231 

mm®* (%) • r I s t c «t 5 15 .15 I 

(Rnai : 
30 30 30 30 30 

> 
8*i-S 3Ni-5 BfH-5 BMi-S 

MA CO IMO J140 ruo HO 

* 
200 100 30 40 

m m x » ae m a 

»diS* CO MOO 1300 1300 '250 1450 

300 180 60 60 60 

t/OIEJj (MPa) 5. 0 0 <. 0 4. 0 2. 0 

At Ar Ar Ar 

IMt) 

JSJS3MS 

13kHz) (3kHz) (JkHi) (3kHz) 

(mm) 
0. 5 o. s * 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 

*»*(%) 25 25 2$ 25 

HtttlU an* 5 

9IH 
Hit (MPa) 

558 7IJ 721 7!8 B57 

* « 

A O O O 

[0 13 7] -f^-htt©J?3%2 0 0MmiL/cJ:t 

*6*i/e.        SISISlaBtti. 588MPar*9. & 40 

(0 1 3 8 ]        m$&G&: 1 4 5 0'C<b IfcttffiM 

fc. SStC. SISBaStt. 6 5 7MPa-CJi'). 

[0 1 39] CtllCttL. ^h»<D/??*l 00 SO 

[0 14 1] tt±0tt*&>6; £RW*«fBffi»8Sf 



27 
14 0 0 'C&TttZmWibZC bt>it>i»r>tc, 
CO 142 J (IQSWl 0) ^Tj£A*«l»T. ^««« 

£ft©t£«£tf       £JS«ICW. API   H 4 Otfth 
■tc^9m7-f^f- ( 1 7 8 mm) , ftJSO. 2 3 1<> 
? (6mm) ©^R»S*/SI,». C©«S<D«SPt*rfi 

Rmax*i3 0MmWTtft*<fc}K:{iJbtf. ^JiS© 
«£#ffitC. J I S   BN i - 5ffl^©MflE%WT5B* 
* 1 1 4 0 *C. »S 4 0 Mm©N i *££fg*rt*U 10 

Sr. t£S3UH2 5%tizz>J:'iic-7>ri,)nm\,>xto; 

f o 14 4 j     fc^oftiafcfr&Kfi. mm k 

*7c. Ste&m*. 4-0-0*C. Sf#»*H3 0 
ME*>5MPa&U A r^BSWCfitefctro 

tc 
[oi45j (mm i)«^sa«c*fwss^ra 

* 3 0 0     flOEfr £ 1. 5M P a t LfcfcWtt. Ida 20 

15W2 0 00 - 1 0 7 870 
23 

wi oiisuso^raKKi.*. ±(ssa^t*<D»jaftc;ffi 

(0146) (tkttW 6) «£S£CCktt 5&mi|B|* 
1 5f*±l/rc6trttt. HJfiWl 0 4H«o^)t|«:fi£t,.. 
^iaS»^(*©«SSCWg4f7o Ac. 
CO 14 7] (ibt4«7) -OtT-f-fctiLt. J I S 

B N i - Sm®m,m?ZW.Z 30 u m©\ i X 
£&S£ffll>. ^j3Kcc*iWi,Kf?^ia% 3 0 08\ 
UBE.fi*: 1 MP a 4 IfcSOtt*. IfcfcW 1 0 «t|5)tl©* 

[0 1 4 8 J (HSKW8) «SSK* 1 2 5 0-C. «fi 
"*ffl*3 0 0». tilEEftZ 7MP a tLTcUna. 

[0 149JHJ6W10-1 1. &EtttBf!l6-»8Ti9 
6ft7c£HS8£#«:-3i,>-c. 3tIfcfll&R«M>¥Wc 

tc «**«4«cmt. 
[0 150] 
t«4] 



(16) 
29 

2000-107870 
JO 

m (ft No 1 o 

M 
API H40 API H4Q AM H40 API H4Q AM H40 

7.00 7.0C 7.00 r. 03 7.00 

as PJJ5U>f) 231 0.231 3.21: 0. 23! :.23* 

fcgWEg* (%) 15 .15 15 :5 15 

(Una* : tim) 
30 30 30 30 30 

•8*i-5 8H:-5 8Ni-5 iNi-5 
> 

ftt/£CO 1 HO 1140 1140 1140 IU0 
1 

10 40 30 40 40 

m 15 *5 m *I 

CC) 1400 1400 U00 : 400 12 50 

emmn (a) 15 1 30 309 300 300 

iQffPtJ (MP a) 5 0 5.0 1.0 1.5 7.0 

Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar 

(3kKi) (3kHi) (3kHz) (3kHz) (3kHi) 
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(54) Title of the Invention: Metal Pipe Joint for Pipe Expansion and the Manufacturing Method Thereof 

(57) Summary 
(Problem) 
Provide a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its manufacturing method, wherein even in the case of 
pipe expansion, (a) there is no decrease in the strength or the airtightness of the junction, (b) there is little 
deformation resistance at the time of pipe expansion, and (c) it is possible to reduce the level differences 
that occur in the junction. 

(Means for Solving the Problem) 
Obtain metal pipe joints 32 and 52 in which the internal diameters of the junctions are greater than the 
internal diameters of the non-conjugative regions, by either (a) diffusion bonding or welding to one another 
metal pipes 30 whose internal diameters in the vicinity of the ends have been expanded such that the end 
diameter expansion rate is greater than 5%, or (b) diffusing bonding metal pipe 50, whose internal diameter 
in the vicinity of the end has not been expanded, such that it reaches a prescribed lateral expansion rate. 



Furthermore, obtain metal pipe joint 42 in which the internal diameter of the junction is greater than the 
internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions by mechanically fastening to one another metal pipes 40 
whose internal diameters toward the ends have been expanded such that the end diameter expansion rate is 
greater than 10%. 

[see source for drawings] 
(c) 
Machine work Machine work 



(2)       Japanese Unexamined Patent Application 2000-107870 

(Scope of Patent Claims) 

(Claim 1) 
A metal pipe joint for pipe expansion comprised of a plurality of bonded metal pipes, wherein the internal 
diameter of the junction is greater than the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions. 

(Claim 2) 
A manufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion in which the internal diameter in the 
vicinity of the end of the metal pipe is expanded and said metal pipes are bonded to one another. 

(Claim 3) 
The manufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion according to Claim 2 in which the 
internal diameter in the vicinity of the end of said metal pipe is expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate is greater than 5%. 

(Claim 4) 
The manufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion according to either Claim 2 or Claim 3 
in which the bonding method is a diffusion bonding method. 

(Claim 5) 
The manufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion according to either Claim 2 or Claim 3 
in which the bonding method is an arc welding method. 

(Claim 6) 
A rnanufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion in which the internal diameter in the 
vicinity of the end of the metal pipe is expanded, thread is formed on the end of said metal pipe, and said 
metal pipes are mechanically fastened to one another with said thread. 

(Claim 7) 
The rnanufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion according to Claim 6 in which the 
internal diameter in the vicinity of the end of said metal pipe is expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate is greater than 10%. 

(Claim 8) 
A manufacturing method for a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion in which metal pipes whose internal 
diameters in the vicinity of the ends have not been expanded are butted, and are diffusion bonded under 
bonding conditions such that the junction vicinity laterally expands. 

(Claim 9) 
The metal pipe joint for pipe expansion according to Claim 8 that is diffusion bonded such that the lateral 
expansion rate of the junction vicinity is greater than 1.04. 

(Detailed Description of the Invention) 

(0001) 
(Technical Field of the Invention) 
The present invention is related to a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and the manufacturing method 
thereof; more specifically, it is related to an ideal metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its manufacturing 
method used for the plumbing for plants or line piping that is used in the chemical industry or the 
petrochemical industry, or as the oil well pipe of casing tubes, production tubes, or coiled tubes used in oil 
wells. 

(0002) 



(Prior Art) 
Conventionally, in fields such as the chemical industry and the petrochemical industry, long metal pipes are 
used in order to transport corrosive liquids over long distances. For example, pipe lines are for the purpose 
of transporting crude oil obtained from an oil field to an oil refinery, for example, and their lengths span 
across tens of kilometers. 

(0003) 
Furthermore, when digging an oil well, in order to preserve the gallery that was excavated beneath the 
ground or to prevent crude oil leakage, steel pipes called casing are buried within the gallery. The oil field 
is normally in a location several thousand meters under ground, so it is necessary that the casing also have 
the length of several thousand meters. 

(0004) 
Moreover, seamless steel pipes that are superior with respect to corrosion resistance are generally used for 
metal pipes that are exposed to a corrosive environment, but the length of industrially mass produced 
seamless steel pipes is between 10 -15 m, and the upper limit on the possible manufactured length is 
approximately 100 m, Accordingly, joints that connect multiple seamless steel pipes of length between 10 - 
15 m are used in line piping or oil well pipe such as casing. 

(0005) 
As a bonding method for metal pipe that is used in such applications, threaded connection methods 
(mechanical coupling method), welding methods (orbital welding method), and diffusion bonding methods 
are well known. 

(0006) 
Furthermore, as for the joints (called "metal pipe joints" hereafter) in which multiple metal pipes that have 
prescribed length are united, it is typical for them to be used as they are, without expanding or reducing the 
internal diameter. In other words, it is typical for metal pipe joints that have a desired internal diameter to 
be manufactured by bonding metal pipes that have a desired internal diameter. 

(0007) 
However, in contrast to line piping that is laid above ground, casing that is used in oil wells is buried 
beneath the ground, so there are the following problems in using metal pipe joints that have prescribed 
internal diameters as casings without modification. 

(0008) 
Stated simply, it is difficult to excavate a bare gallery towards an oil field that is in a location several 
thousand meters under ground. Therefore, oil well excavation operations sequentially repeat the following 
operations: (a) the operation of excavating a gallery using a drill pipe that has a bit that is mounted on its 
tip, (b) the operation of burying casing at a location in which digging has advanced to a certain extent in 
order to protect the gallery, and (c) the operation of pouring cement between the buried casing and the 
stratum, and stabilizing the casing. As a result, oil wells have a structure in which multiple casing is 
overlapped in a nested form. 

(0009) 
The structure of a typical oil well is shown in Figure 6. Oil well 10 that is illustrated in Figure 6 is equipped 
with conductor pipe 12 that has a maximum external diameter for the purpose of protecting the gallery wall 
in the vicinity of the surface of the earth, surface casing 14 that is sequentially inserted in a nested form into 
conductor pipe 12, intermediate casing 16, and four production casings 18 of maximum length that reach 
oil stratum 20. 

(0010) 
However, when burying the next casing (called "inner side casing" hereafter) inside the gallery through the 
hole in the center of the casing that was previously buried (called "outer side casing" hereafter), there are 
cases in which the insertion of the inner side casing becomes difficult because the axis of the inner side 
casing and the axis of the outer side casing shift out of alignment, or the shape of either the inner side 



casing or the outer side casing is irregular. Therefore, it was necessary to make the external diameter of the 
inner side casing approximately 10 - 30% smaller than the internal diameter of the outer side casing to be 
on the safe side. 

(0011) 
Furthermore, the production efficiency of the oil well is dependant on the internal diameter of the 
production casing that reaches the oil stratum. 
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Accordingly, in order to secure prescribed production efficiency, it is necessary not only to give the internal 
diameter of the production casing a prescribed size, but also to enlarge the internal diameter of the casing 
that was previously buried. Therefore, the necessity to enlarge the internal diameter of the gallery that is 
excavated in the vicinity of the surface of the earth arose, and became a factor that increases the cost of oil 
well drilling. 

(0012) 
Thereby, in order to solve this problem, a method was disclosed in Published Japanese Translation of a 
PCT Application H7-507610 that expands the casing in the radial direction with respect to the borehole by 
burying casing made from malleable materials in the borehole that was excavated under the earth, and 
expanding a hydraulic expanding tool within the casing. 

(0013) 
Furthermore, a method was disclosed in International Publication Number WO98/0062 that inserts steel 
pipe made from a malleable type of metal, which generates strain hardening, into either a gallery or casing 
that was previously buried without incidence of necking or ductile fracture, and expands casing using a 
mandrel that has a tapered surface made of a nonmetal material. 

(0014) 
Through the methods disclosed in Published Japanese Translation of a PCT Application H7-507610 or 
International Publication Number WO98/0062, it is possible to insert inner side casing mat has a relatively 
small external diameter in comparison to the gallery or outer side casing internal diameter, so there is the 
advantage that it is possible to smoothly perform the inner side casing insertion operation. 

(0015) 
Moreover, the expansion of inner side casing that was inserted into a gallery of outer side casing is 
performed using a hydraulic expansion tool or a mandrel, so there is the advantage that nearly the entire 
cross sectional area of the gallery can be used for crude oil transportation. Furthermore, because the 
effective cross sectional area of the gallery becomes large, there is the advantage that it is possible to 
reduce the internal diameter of the gallery to be excavated, and it is thus possible to cut excavation costs. 

(0016) 
Furthermore, as disclosed in Published Japanese Translation of a PCT Application H7-507610, in the case 
in which casing is expanded in the radial direction with respect to the borehole, the casing is maintained by 
the compressive stress received from the borehole wall, so there is the advantage that the cementing 
operation becomes unnecessary. 

(0017) 
(Problems Addressed by the Invention) 
However, the entire length of casing that is used in oil wells reaches several thousand meters, so although 
junctions must necessarily be present, junctions are not taken into consideration in either Published 
Japanese Translation of a PCT Application H7-507610 or International Publication Number WO98/0062. 

(0018) 
For example, in the case in which metal pipes are bonded through welding methods or metallurgical 
bonding methods such as diffusion bonding to form metal pipe joints, heat-affected zones generate at the 
time of bonding in the vicinity of the junctions, so there are cases in which the deformability decreases. 
Therefore, in the case in which the obtained metal pipe joints are expanded as they are using a mandrel, for 
example, there is the problem in which there is a danger that fissures wiU generate in the junctions, 

(0019) 
Moreover, in the case in which metal pipe is bonded through a threaded connection method to form a metal 
pipe joint and this is expanded with a mandrel, for example, there is the problem that the thread portion 



becomes loose due to plastic-deformation at the time of expansion and the airtightness of the junction 
decreases. 

(0020) 
Furthermore, the threaded connection method normally forms outer thread la and 2b on the ends of metal 
pipes 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 7, and unites metal pipes I and 2 through coupling 7 that has internal 
thread 7a that can screw into this external thread la and 2b. Accordingly, the vicinity of the junction 
becomes more thick-walled than the non-conjugative regions, so in the case in which such a metal pipe 
joint is expanded using a mandrel, for example, there is the problem in which the deformation resistance of 
the junction becomes large and the expansion operation cannot be performed smoothly. 

(0021) 
Moreover, in the case in which a metal pipe joint with length of several thousand meters that has a uniform 
internal diameter is expanded at once using a mandrel, the mandrel constantly receives a reactive force 
from the metal pipe joint at the time of the pipe expansion, so a large motive energy becomes necessary to 
move the mandrel. 

(0022) 
In order to solve this problem, a point is disclosed in International Publication Number WO98/0062, for 
example, in which the frictional force that generates between the mandrel and the casing is reduced by 
constructing the tapered surface of the mandrel with a nonmetal material such as zirconia, but there is no 
change in the fact that the mandrel continuously receives a constant reactive force from the casing during 
pipe expansion, and it is insufficient with respect to motive energy conservation. 

(0023) 
Furthermore, as disclosed in Published Japanese Translation of a PCT Application H7-507610, it is 
possible to conserve motive energy in comparison to the case in which the mandrel is expanded all at once 
by repeating the following process: retain the hydraulic expansion tool in a location within the casing, 
expand the hydraulic expansion tool and expand only the casing that is in that position, and then move it to 
the upper region after contracting the hydraulic tool. However, this results in expanding the casing in a 
multistage manner, so there is the drawback that the operation efficiency is poor. 

(0024) 
Moreover, in the case in which the metal pipe is bonded using a ditrusion bonding method, it is typical to 
evenly process only the end face of the metal pipe and use it for bonding without adjusting the periphery 
surface and the wall thickness. However, in industrially mass produced metal pipes, there is a prescribed 
dimensional tolerance, and the external diameters and wall thickness of each metal pipe vary within the 
range of the dimensional tolerance. 

(0025) 
Therefore, in the case in which mass produced metal pipes are used as they are in diffusion bonding, there 
is the danger that level differences will arise in the junctions of the metal pipe joints that are obtained. 
Stress tends to concentrate in level differences that generate in the junctions, so in the case in which such 
metal pipe joints are expanded, there is the danger that fissures will generate from the regions of level 
differences. Furthermore, because the level differences remain in the junctions even after pipe expansion, 
there is the danger that fatigue characteristics and corrosion resistance will diminish due to stress 
concentration or the retention of corrosive substances. However, nothing is disclosed in the aforementioned 
prior art literature regarding specific means to solving such problems. 
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(0026) 
A problem addressed by the present invention is to provide a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its 
manufacturing method in which (a) fissures do not generate in the junction, even if pipe expansion is 
performed, and (b) there is no reduction in the airtightness of the junction that originates from the loosening 
of thread. 

(0027) 
Furthermore, another problem addressed by the present invention is to provide a metal pipe joint for pipe 
expansion and its manufacturing method, in which (a) the deformation resistance at the time of pipe 
expansion is small and (b) motive energy conservation in the pipe expansion operation is possible. 

(0028) 
Furthermore, another problem addressed by the present invention is to provide a metal pipe joint for pipe 
expansion and its manufacturing method, in which (a) the level differences that arise in the junctions are 
small, and (b) is superior with respect to strength, fatigue characteristics, and corrosion resistance. 

(0029) 
(Means for Solving the Problems) 
In order to solve the aforementioned problems, the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the present 
invention can be summarized in that it is a metal pipe joint in which multiple metal pipes have been 
bonded, and the internal diameters of the junctions are larger than (he internal diameters of the non- 
conjugative regions. 

(0030) 
Specifically, such a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion can be easily manufactured by expanding the 
internal diameter of the vicinity of the end of the metal pipe in advance, and then bonding like metal pipes 
to one another. In this case, it is desirable to expand the internal diameter of the vicinity of the end of the 
metal pipe such that the end diameter expansion rate is greater than 5%. If the end diameter expansion rate 
is less than 5%, then there is the danger that fissures will generate from the junctions when performing pipe 
expansion, so this is undesirable. Moreover, in this case, a diffusion bonding method or an arc welding 
method would be ideal as a bonding method. 

(0031) 
Moreover, a metal pipe joint such as that described above can also be manufactured by expanding the 
internal diameter in the vicinity of the end of the metal pipe, forming thread on the end of the metal pipe, 
and mechanically fastening like metal pipes to one another with the thread. In this case, it is desirable to 
expand the internal diameter of the vicinity of the end of the metal pipe such that the end diameter 
expansion rate is greater than 10%. If the end diameter expansion rate is less than 10%, the thread regions 
plastic-deform and the airtightness of the thread regions decreases, so this is undesirable. 

(0032) 
Furthermore, a metal pipe joint such as that described above can also be manufactured by butting metal 
pipes whose internal diameters in the vicinity of the end have not been expanded, and diffusion bonding 
them under bonding conditions such that the junction vicinity laterally expands. In this case, it is desirable 
to perform diffusion bonding such that the lateral expansion rate in the junction vicinity is greater than 
1.04%. If the lateral expansion rate is less than 1.04%, there is the danger that fissures will generate from 
the junctions when performing pipe expansion, so this is undesirable. 

(0033) 
As for the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the present invention that has the configuration described 
above, the internal diameters of the junctions are larger than the internal diameters of the non-conjugative 
regions, so in the case in which such a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion is expanded using a mandrel, for 
example, it is p ssible to restrain the plastic stress of the junctions such that it is less than the plastic stress ^ 
of the non-conjugative regions. 



(0034) 
Therefore, it becomes difficult for fissures to generate in the junctions due to pipe expansion, even in the 
case in which, for example, when metal pipe whose end internal diameters have been expanded at a 
prescribed end diameter expansion rate are bonded through diffusion bonding or welding methods and the 
obtained metal pipe joint is expanded, heat-affected zones generate in the vicinity of the bonding 
boundaries and the deformability in the vicinity of the bonding boundaries is diminished. 

(0035) 
Moreover, if metal pipes whose end internal diameters have not been expanded are butted, a metal pipe 
joint is formed by plastic-deforming the junction into a barrel shape at a prescribed lateral expansion rate 
with the pressure at the time of diffusion bonding, and this is expanded; then not only is the generation of 
fissures in the junction restrained, but there is also the advantage that the process of expanding the end 
internal diameters of the metal pipes becomes unnecessary. 

(0036) 
Furthermore, in the case in which a metal pipe joint is formed by using a threaded connection method to 
bond metal pipes whose end internal diameters have been expanded at a prescribed end diameter expansion 
rate, if the metal pipe joint is expanded such that the pipe expansion rate is less than the end diameter 
expansion rate, then there is to be no incidence of plastic-deformation of the junction. Therefore, there is no 
decrease in airtightness, which originates from the loosening of thread. 

(0037) 
Moreover, in the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the present invention, the internal diameters in the 
junction vicinity are greater than the internal diameters of the non-conjugative regions, so the deformation 
resistance in the junction vicinity becomes small. Therefore, it is possible to perform the pipe expansion 
operation smoothly, and the motive energy in the pipe expansion operation is also conserved. 

(0038) 
Furthermore, in the case in which a metal pipe joint is formed by expanding the ends of the metal pipes at a 
prescribed end diameter expansion rate in advance and bonding the expanded metal pipes, it is possible to 
at least align each of the metal pipes through diameter expansion. Therefore, even in the case in which a 
metal pipe joint is manufactured using metal pipes in which the external diameters or wall thicknesses vary 
within a prescribed dimensional tolerance, it is possible to reduce the level differences that generate on the 
inside surface of the junction, and it becomes possible to obtain a metal pipe junction that is superior with 
respect to strength, fatigue characteristics, and corrosion resistance. 

(0039) 
(Embodiments of the Invention) 
Embodiments of the present invention will be explained in detail below with reference to the drawings. 
Figure 1 is a flow chart that shows manufacturing method (called "method A" hereafter) for the metal pipe 
joint for pipe expansion of the first embodiment of the present invention. In Figure 1, method A comprises 
a diameter expansion process, an end face finishing process, and a diffusion bonding process. 

(0040) 
First, the diameter expansion process will be explained. The diameter expansion process in which only the 
internal diameters of both ends inside cylindrical metal pipe 30 as shown in Figure 1 (a) are enlarged using 
an appropriate industrial tool, and metal pipe 30, in which the internal diameter d| of the end has become 
greater than the internal diameter do in the center, is processed as shown in Figure 1 (b). 

(0041) 
Here, as for the metal pipe 30 that is used in the present invention, there are no particular restrictions 
regarding material quality or dimensions as long as it is of a material that has deformability that can 
withstand the pipe expansion described later. For example, in metal pipe joints that arc used in applications 
in which only mechanical characteristics are required, it is possible to use carbon steel for metal pipe 30. 
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Moreover, in applications in which both strength and corrosion resistance of line pipes or oil well pipes are 
required, for example, it is possible to use stainless steels such as martensitic stainless steel, two-phase 
stainless steel, or austenitic stainless steel, or Ti alloy. 

(0042) 
Moreover, in the present invention, the increment of the internal diameter of metal pipe 30 after expansion 
with respect to the minimum value of the internal diameter of each metal pipe 30 prior to expansion is 
called the end diameter expansion rate, and it is defined by the following Formula 1. 

(0043) 
(Formula 1) 
End diameter expansion rate (%) = (d{ - do     x 100/db ^ 
Where: 
dj:       internal diameter of the end of metal pipe 30 after expansion 
do       minimum value of the internal diameter of the end of metal pipe 30 prior to expansion 

(0044) 
In the case of method A, it is desirable for the end diameter expansion rate to be greater than 5%. If the end 
diameter expansion rate is less than 5%, then the necessity to greatly plastic-deform the junctions arises in 
the pipe expansion process explained later, and there is the danger that fissures will generate in the 
junctions, so this is undesirable. Moreover, if the end diameter expansion rate is less than 5%, there are 
cases in which large level differences generate in the junctions due to the dimensional accuracy of each 
metal pipe 30, and the fatigue strength diminishes, so this is also undesirable. 

(0045) 
This is because, if the end diameter expansion rate is less than 5% in the case in which the internal diameter 
of metal pipe 30 varies within a prescribed dimensional tolerance, there is the danger that only metal pipes 
whose internal diameter do prior to expansion is smaller than the internal diameter di after expansion will 
be expanded, and metal pipes that have internal diameters greater than di will not be expanded. 

(0046) 
Also, as the minimum value do mi,, of the internal diameter that is used to calculate the end diameter 
expansion rate, from the perspective of allowing for safety it is desirable to use the minimum value 
anticipated from the specifications of the metal pipe used in bonding, but it would also be acceptable to use 
an actual measurement. 

(0047) 
Moreover, from the perspective of reducing plastic-deformation in the junctions and restraining the 
generation of fissures, the larger the end diameter expansion rate is the better. Therefore, in accordance * 
with the simplicity of the processing of metal pipe 30 and the applications of the metal pipe joint that is 
obtained, diameter expansion should be performed with the ideal end diameter expansion rate within a 
range below the pipe expansion rate described later. 

(0048) 
Moreover, the length (called "diameter expansion length" hereafter, represented by "Li" within Figure 1 
(b)) of the portion in which the internal diameter was enlarged through diameter expansion may be 
arbitrarily chosen with consideration on the simplicity of processing of metal pipe 30 and the applications, 
but from the perspective of reducing deformation resistance in the pipe expansion process described later 
and conserving motive energy in the pipe expansion operation, the longer it is the better. 

(0049) 
Furthermore, there are no particular restrictions on the diameter expansion method either, and it is possible 
to use various methods. Normally, a mandrel or a plug that has an external diameter corresponding to d, 



that is expressed in Formula 1 should be inserted into the end of metal pipe 30 up to a prescribed length, 
and the end internal diameter should then be expanded. 

(0050) 
Next, the end face fmishing process will be explained. The end face finishing process is a process in which, 
as shown in Figure 1 (c), the end face of metal tube 30, whose end internal diameter was expanded through 
the diameter expansion process, is machine finished to a prescribed surface roughness. This is because, if 
the surface texture of the end face of metal pipe 30 is rough, then the bonding boundaries will not 
sufficiently adhere and high bond strength will not be obtained in the diffusion bonding process described 
later. 

(0051) 
Also, there are no particular restrictions regarding the end surface finishing method, and various methods 
such as grinding or lapping can be used. Moreover, in the case in which the surface roughness of the end 
face of metal pipe 30 is held within a prescribed range even after diameter expansion, the end face fmishing 
process is not absolutely necessary, and it can be omitted. 

(0052) 
Next, the diffusion bonding process will be explained. The diffusion bonding process is a process in which 
metal pipes 30, whose end internal diameters were expanded in the diameter expansion process and whose 
end faces were finished to a prescribed surface roughness in the end face fmishing process, are butted and 
like metal pipes 30 are diffusion bonded to one another. 

(0053) 
Here, as for the diffusion bonding method, there is (a) solid phase diffusion bonding that directly butts 
metal pipes 30 and diffuses elements while maintaining them in the solid phase, and (b) liquid phase 
diffusion bonding that places an insert material onto the bonding boundary and diffuses elements while 
temporarily melting the insert material, and either method may be used. 

(0054) 
In particular, with liquid phase diffusion bonding, joints that have strength that is equivalent to that of the 
parent material can be obtained in a short period of time in comparison to solid phase diffusion bonding, so 
it is ideal as a bonding method. One example of metal pipe joint 32 that is bonded through liquid phase 
diffusion bonding by placing insert material 36 on the bonding boundary of metal pipes 30 and 30 is shown 
in Figure 1 (d). 

(0055) 
Moreover, as for the conditions for diffusion bonding, an ideal range should be chosen according to the 
material of the metal pipe 30 that is used. Specifically, it should be performed under the following 
conditions. 

(0056) 
First, it is preferable for the surface roughness Rmax of the bonding surface to be less than 50 /on. If the 
surface roughness Rmax of the bonding surface exceeds 50 //m, like metal pipes 30 will not sufficiently 
adhere at the bonding surface and high bonding strength will not be obtained, so this is not desirable. From 
the perspective of obtaining high bonding strength, the smaller the surface roughness Rmax is the better. 

(0057) 
Moreover, as for the insert material 36 that is used, a Ni-family alloy or Fe-family alloy that has a melting 
point that is less than 1200°C is ideal If the melting point of insert material 36 exceeds 1200°C, a high 
bonding temperature will become necessary, which is undesirable because the parent material will be 
melted during bonding, or unbonded portions will generate because insert material 36 is not melted. 

(0058) 



Furthermore, the thickness of the insert material 36 that is used is preferably less than 100//m. If the 
thickness of the insert material 36 exceeds 100//m, the diffusion of elements at the bonding boundary will 
not be sufficiently performed and the bonding strength will diniinish, so this is undesirable. 

(0059) 
Also, there are no particular restrictions regarding the shape of insert material 36, 
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and an insert material 36 made of foil with thickness less than 100 fim may be placed on the bonding 
boundary. Alternatively, it would also be acceptable to disseminate a powder or squamation insert material 
36 on the bonding boundary, or to make it into a paste and apply it to the bonding boundary in order to 
bring the thickness to less than 100 jmx 

(0060) 
A non-oxidizing atmosphere is preferable for the bonding atmosphere. If bonding is conducted under an 
oxidizing atmosphere, the bonding boundary vicinity will oxidize and the bonding strength will diminish, 
so this is undesirable. 

(0061) 
It is ideal for the bonding temperature to be within a range that is greater than 1250°C and less than 
1400°C. If the bonding temperature is Jess than 1250°C, portions of insert material 36 will not melt, or the 
diffusion of elements will not be conducted sufficiently, causing the bonding strength to diminish, so this is 
undesirable. Moreover, if the bonding temperature is greater than 1400°C, there is the danger that the 
parent material will melt, so this is not desirable. 

(0062) 
It is ideal for the retention time of the bonding temperature to be greater than 30 seconds and less than 300 
seconds. If the retention time is less than 30 seconds, the diffusion of elements on the bonding boundary 
will become insufficient and the bonding strength will oUminish, so this is undesirable. Moreover, the 
operation efficiency will diminish if the retention time is greater than 300 seconds, so this is also 
undesirable. 

(0063) 
Furthermore, it is ideal for the pressure that is applied to the bonding boundary to be greater than 1.5 MPa 
and less than 5 MPa. If the applied pressure is less than 1.5 MPa, the adherence of the bonding boundary 
will become insufficient and the bonding strength will diminish, so this is undesirable. 

(0064) 
Moreover, in method A, pipe expansion of the metal pipe joint is performed in the pipe expansion process 
described later after the metal pipes are bonded, so it would be acceptable for the junction vicinity to 
slightiy deform after bonding. However, if the sum of the increment of the internal diameter in the diameter 
expansion process and the increment of the internal diameter that originates from deformation at the time of 
bonding exceeds the pipe expansion rate in the pipe expansion process described later, then irregularities 
will remain in the vicinity of the bonding boundary even after pipe expansion, which becomes a cause for 
the reduction of bonding strength. Accordingly, in method A, it is ideal to configure the applied pressure to 
less than 5 MPa such that the junction vicinity does not excessively deform. 

(0065) 
Moreover, as a heating method when performing diffusion bonding, it is possible to use various methods 
such as high frequency induction heating, high frequency direct conduction heating, or resistance heating. 
Among these, with high frequency induction heating and high frequency direct conduction heating, it is 
possible to easily heat even with a relatively large material to be bonded, the heating efficiency is high, and 
it is possible to heat to the bonding ternperature in an extremely short amount of time, so they are 
particularly suitable as heating methods. 

(0066) 
However, as for the high frequency current that is used in high frequency induction heating or high 
frequency direct conduction heating, it is ideal to use a current that has frequency less than 100 kHz. If the 
frequency exceeds 100 kHz, only the surface will be heated due to the skin effect and the entire bonding 
surface will not be heated uniformly, so this is undesirable. 

(0067) 



Next, the pipe expansion process for the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion that was obtained in this way 
will be explained. The pipe expansion process is a process in which pipe expansion is performed on the 
metal pipe joint 32 that was manufactured in the diameter expansion process, end face finishing process, 
and the diffusion bonding process described above, and the internal diameter of metal pipe joint 32 is set to 
a uniform size. 

(0068) 
Specifically, mandrel 34 is inserted as shown in Figure 2 (a) from one end of metal pipe joint 32 whose 
internal diameters of the junctions and non-conjugative regions are respectively di and do, mandrel 34 is 
moved towards the other end of metal pipe joint 32 as shown in Figure 2 (b), and the internal diameter of 
metal pipe joint 32 is enlarged to d2. In the present invention, the increment of the internal diameter after 
pipe expansion with respect to the minimum value of the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions 
prior to pipe expansion is called the pipe expansion rate, and it is defined by the following Formula 2. 

(0069) 
(Formula 2) 
Pipe expansion rate (%) = (d2 - do ^ x 100/do min 
Where: 
d2:       internal diameters of the non-conjugative regions after pipe expansion 
do mi^   rninimum value of the internal diameters of the non-conjugative regions prior to pipe expansion 

(0070) 
Also, in the case of method A, the pipe expansion rate may be arbitrarily chosen with consideration on the 
deformabOity of metal pipe 30 and the application of metal pipe joint 32. Moreover, if the bonding 
conditions are appropriate, it is possible to highly maintain the deformability of the junction vicinity, so it is 
also possible to expand with a pipe expansion rate that is larger than the end diameter expansion rate. 
Furthermore, it would be acceptable to use the irnnimum expected value from the specifications as the 
niinimum value do mb, of the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions prior to pipe expansion, and 
the fact that an actual measurement may also be used is the same as for Formula I. 

(0071) 
Next, the effects of method A will be explained. If the diameters of the ends of metal pipes 30 (Figure 1 
(a)) that have prescribed length and internal diameter are expanded with a prescribed end diameter 
expansion rate and a prescribed diameter expansion length L| (Figure 1 (b)), and like metal pipes 30 are 
diffusion bonded to one another after the end faces are machine finished to a prescribed surface roughness 
(Figure 1 (c)), then it is possible to obtain metal pipe joint 32 in which the internal diameters di of the 
junctions have become larger than the internal diameters do of the non-conjugative regions as shown in 
Figure 1(d). 

(0072) 
If mandrel 34 is inserted into one end of such a metal pipe joint 32 and mandrel 34 is moved towards the 
other end, then the internal diameter of metal pipe joint 32 enlarges, and it is possible to obtain metal pipe 
joint 32 that has a constant internal diameter d2 as shown in Figure 2 (b). 

(0073) 
At this time, the internal diameter d\ of the junction prior to pipe expansion has become greater than the 
internal diameters do of the non-conjugative regions, so the plastic stress of the junction at the time of pipe 
expansion becomes smaller than the plastic stress of the non-conjugative regions. Therefore, it becomes 
difficult for fissures to generate in the junction due to pipe expansion, even in the case in which heat- 
affected zones generate at the time of diffusion bonding and the deformability of the junction diminishes. 

(0074) 
Moreover, because the internal diameter di of the junction is larger than the internal diameter do of non- 
conjugative regions, the deformation resistance in the junction vicinity becomes small. The quantity of 
diminution becomes larger as the internal diameter d| of the junction becomes larger or the diameter 
expansion length Li bee mes longer. Therefore, the sum of the frictional resistance that mandrel 34 



receives at the time of pipe expansion becomes small in comparison to the case in which a metal pipe joint 
that has a uniform internal diameter is expanded, and motive energy is conserved in the pipe expansion 
operation. 
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(0075) 
Furthermore, even in the case in which the exterior diameters and wall thicknesses of each metal pipe 30 
vary within the dimensional tolerance, if the internal diameters in the end vicinity of metal pipes 30 are 
expanded and they are bonded after the internal diameters of all of the metal pipes 30 are aligned, then it is 
possible to reduce the level differences that generate on the inner periphery side of the junction of metal 
pipe joint 32. Therefore, with such a metal pipe joint 32, the danger that fissures that originate from level 
differences in the junction will generate is small, even if pipe expansion is performed. Moreover, stress 
concentration and the retention of corrosive substances become unlikely, so the strength, fatigue 
characteristics, and corrosion resistance of metal pipe joint 32 that was expanded will not diminish. 

(0076) 
Also, a diffusion bonding method is used as the bonding method in method A described above, but it would 
also be acceptable to use an arc welding method, and through this it would be possible to obtain the same 
results (called "method A'" hereafter). In this case, the internal diameters of the end vicinity of metal pipes 
30 are expanded with a prescribed end diameter expansion rate in the diameter expansion process, grooves 
are formed on metal pipes 30 in the end face finishing process, and these are butted and molten metal is 
clad in the grooves. 

(0077) 
Next, the manufacturing method of the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the second embodiment of the 
present invention will be explained. Figure 3 is a flow chart that shows the manufacturing method (called 
"method B" hereafter) of the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the second embodiment of the present 
invention. In Figure 3, method B comprises a diameter expansion process, a thread working process, and a 
fastening process. 

(0078) 
The diameter expansion process is a process in which, in the same manner as method A explained above, 
by enlarging only the internal diameter of the end vicinity within cylindrical metal pipe 40 as shown in 
Figure 3 (a) using an appropriate industrial tool, the metal pipe 40, in which the internal diameter of the end 
vicinity has been expanded at a prescribed end diameter expansion rate, is processed as shown in Figure 3 
(b). 

(0079) 
However, in the case of method B, it is desirable for the end diameter expansion rate to be greater than 
10%. If the end diameter expansion rate is less than 10%, the necessity to greatly plastic-deform the 
junctions in the pipe expansion process described later will arise, and if junctions that have been fastened 
through threaded connection methods are plastic-deformed, the thread will become loose and the 
airtightness will diminish, so this is undesirable. 

(0080) 
Also, (a) the fact that any material that has deformability that can withstand the pipe expansion can be used 
for metal pipe 40, (b) the fact that the expansion length L, can be arbitrarily chosen with consideration on 
simplicity of processing of metal pipe 40, and (c) the fact that various methods can be used for the diameter 
expansion method are all the same as method A described above. 

(0081) 
Next, in the thread working process, external thread 40a is formed on the end of metal pipe 40 whose end 
internal diameter was expanded in the diameter expansion process, as shown in Figure 3 (c). Also, in the 
case of threaded connection methods, the load that can support the junctions is dependant upon the length 
Li of the thread, so it is possible to arbitrarily establish thread length Lz according to the characteristics 
required by metal pipe joint 42. 

(0082) 



Next, the fastening process is a process in which like metal pipes 40, whose end internal diameters were 
expanded in the diameter expansion process and external thread 40a was established on the ends in the 
thread working process, are fastened to one another using coupling 44. Internal thread 44a that can screw 
into external thread 40a that was formed on metal pipes 40 is formed on coupling 44, Metal pipe joint 42 
that was obtained in this way is shown in Figure 3 (d). 

(0083) 
The manufactured metal pipe joint 42 is expanded in the same manner as with metal pipe joint 32 that was 
obtained through method A, and the internal diameter of metal pipe joint 42 is enlarged to the uniform size 
d2. Specifically, mandrel 34 is inserted from one end of metal pipe joint 42 as shown in Figure 4 (a), and 
the internal diameter of metal pipe joint 42 is expanded with a prescribed pipe expansion rate by moving 
mandrel 34 towards the other end of metal pipe joint 42, as shown in Figure 4 (b). 

(0084) 
Here, in the case of method B, it is desirable to perform the pipe expansion of metal pipe joint 42 with a 
pipe expansion rate that is less than the end diameter expansion rate of metal pipe 40. If the pipe expansion 
rate exceeds the end diameter expansion rate, there is the danger that the junction will plastic-deform and 
the threads will become loose at the time of pipe expansion, so this is undesirable. Moreover, the junction 
vicinity is thick-walled because there is the coupling 44. Therefore, expanding pipe with a pipe expansion 
rate that exceeds the end diameter expansion rate invites the increase of deformation resistance and a 
smooth pipe expansion operation becomes difficult, so this is undesirable. 

(0085) • 
Next, the effects of method B will be explained. If the internal diameters of the end vicinity of metal pipes 
40 are expanded in advance such that the end diameter expansion rate is greater than 10%, and like metal 
pipes 40 are bonded to one another through a threaded connection method, then it is possible to easily 
obtain metal pipe joint 42 in which the internal diameter di of the junction has become larger than the 
internal diameter do of the non-conjugative regions. 

(0086) 
If metal pipe joint 42 that was obtained in this way is expanded using a mandrel, for example, the 
deformation resistance of the junction vicinity becomes small in the same manner as with method A. 
Therefore, motive energy in the pipe expansion operation can be conserved in comparison to the case in 
which a metal pipe joint that has a uniform internal diameter is expanded. In addition, pipe expansion is 
performed with a pipe expansion rate that is less than the end diameter expansion rate, so the problem that 
is specific to threaded connection methods - the decrease of aiitightness that originates in the thread 
plastic-deformation - is solved; 

(0087) 
Next, the manufacturing method of a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the third embodiment of the 
present invention will be explained. Figure 5 (a) - (c) is a flow chart that shows the manufacturing method 
of a metal pipe joint for pipe expansion of the third embodiment of the present invention (called "method 
C" hereafter). 

(0088) 
In the case of method C, the fact that any material that has deformability that can withstand the pipe 
expansion can be used for metal pipe 50 is the same as with method A. However, it differs from method A 
in that the ends of cylindrical metal pipes 50 are not expanded, but rather diffusion bonding is performed as 
they are, and the junction vicinity is deformed into a barrel shape at the time of diffusion bonding. 

(0089) 
Stated simply, the diameter of the end of cylindrical metal pipe 50 such as that shown in Figure 5 (a) is not 
expanded, 
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but instead they are butted and pressurized as they are (Figure 5 (b)), and the junction vicinity is heated 
through heat source 54. Also, as for the bonding method, a liquid phase diffusion bonding method that 
performs bonding by placing insert material 36 on the bonding boundary as shown in Figure 5 (b) may be 
used, or a solid phase diffusion bonding method that does not use insert material 36 may also be used 

(0090) 
At this time, if the bonding conditions are appropriate, the bonding boundary vicinity is deformed into a 
barrel shape at the same time that diffusion bonding progresses on the bonding boundary, and it is possible 
to obtain metal pipe joint 52 in which the internal diameter dp j of the junction has become larger than the 
internal diameter do of the non-conjugative regions as in Figure 5 (c). In the present invention, the 
increment of the internal diameter of the junction after diffusion bonding with respect to the rninimum 
value of the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions of the metal pipe is called the lateral 
expansion rate, and it is defined by the following Formula 3. 

(0091) 
(Formula 3) 
Lateral expansion rate - d^do ^ 
Where: 
D3:       Internal diameter of the junction 
do nrin:   Minimum value of the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions 

(0092) 
In the case of method C, it is desirable for the lateral expansion rate to be greater than 1.04. If the lateral 
expansion rate is less than 1.04, there is the danger that the necessity to greatly plastic-deform the junction 
will arise in the pipe expansion process described later and fissures will generate in the junction, so this is 
undesirable. 

(0093) 
Also, it would be acceptable to use the minimum expected value from the specifications as the rmnimum 
value do mm of the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions, and the fact that an actual measurement 
may also be used is the same as for Formula 1. Moreover, from the perspective reducing the plastic stress 
of the junction at the time of pipe expansion and restricting the generation of fissures, the larger the lateral 
expansion rate is the better. Furthermore, from the perspective of rnaking the deformation resistance small 
in the pipe expansion process, the longer the length (called the "expansion length" hereafter, expressed by 
"L3" within Figure 5 (c)) of the portion whose internal diameter was increased through diffusion bonding is 
the better. 

(0094) 
Moreover, in the case of method C, it is necessary to actively plastic-deform the bonding boundary vicinity 
at the time of diffusion bonding, so with regard to the diffusion bonding conditions, it is necessary to select 
conditions obtained from the required lateral expansion rate, for example. Specifically, bonding should be 
performed under the following conditions. 

(0095) 
Simply stated, it is ideal for the bonding temperature to be within a range that is greater than 1250°C and 
less than 1400°C. If the bonding temperature is less than 1250°C, portions of insert material 36 will not 
melt, or the diffusion of elements will not be conducted sufficiently, causing the bonding strength to 
diminish. Moreover, if the bonding temperature is too low, the deformation resistance of metal pipe 50 will 
become large and the prescribed lateral expansion rate will not be obtained, so this is undesirable. 
Furthermore, if the bonding temperature is greater than 1400°C, there is the danger that the parent material 
will melt, so this is also undesirable. 

(0096) 



It is ideal for the retention time of the bonding temperature to be greater than 60 seconds. If the retention 
time is less than 60 seconds, it will not be possible to obtain a large lateral expansion rate, so this is 
undesirable. Also, from the perspective of making the lateral expansion rate large, the longer the retention 
time is the better, so the retention time should be adjusted such that the prescribed lateral expansion rate is 
obtained. 

(0097) 
Moreover, it is ideal for the pressure that is applied to the bonding boundary to be greater than 2 MPa. If 
the applied pressure is less than 2 MPa, it will not be possible to obtain a large lateral expansion rate, so 
this is undesirable. Also, in the case of method C, from the perspective of making the lateral expansion rate 
large, the greater the applied pressure is the better, and it may even be greater than 5 MPa. However, if the 
lateral expansion rate exceeds the pipe expansion rate, irregularities will remain in the bonding boundary 
vicinity even after pipe expansion, and the bonding strength will diminish. Accordingly, it is desirable to 
adjust the applied pressure such that the lateral expansion rate is less than the pipe expansion rate. 

(0098) 
Furthermore, it is desirable for the heating width of the junction vicinity to be greater than 20 mm If the 
heating width is less than 20 mm, the lateral expansion rate will become small and the expansion length L3 

will become short, so this is undesirable. From the perspective of making the deformation resistance at the 
time of pipe expansion small, the larger the lateral expansion rate and the longer the expansion length L3 is 
the better, and therefore, it is better for the heating width to be long. 

(0099) 
Also, (a) the fact that it is desirable for the surface roughness Rmax of the bonding surface to be less than 
50 /mi, (b) the fact that a Ni-family alloy or an Fe-family alloy of thickness less than 100 /mi whose melting 
point is less than 1200°C is preferable, and (c) the fact that there are no particular restrictions with regard to 
the shaped of insert material, and it is possible to use a foil, a powder, or a squamation insert material are 
all the same as with method A. 

Moreover, (a) the fact that a non-oxidizing atmosphere is preferable for the bonding atmosphere, and (b) 
the fact that high frequency induction heating or high frequency direct conduction heating that uses a high 
frequency current with a frequency less than 100 kHz is preferable for the heat source when performing 
diffusion bonding are also both the same as with method A. 

(0101) 
Next, pipe expansion is performed on metal pipe joint 52 that was manufactured as described above and 
has a prescribed lateral expansion rate. Specifically, mandrel 34 is inserted from one end of metal pipe joint 
52 as shown in Figure 5 (d), and mandrel 34 is then moved towards the other end of metal pipe joint 52. 

(0102) 
Also, (a) the fact that the pipe expansion rate may be arbitrarily chosen with consideration upon the 
deforrnability of metal pipe 50 and the application of metal pipe joint 52, and (b) the fact that it is possible 
to highly maintain the deformability of the junction vicinity if the bonding conditions are appropriate, so it 
is possible to perform pipe expansion with a pipe expansion rate that is greater than the end diameter 
expansion rate are both the same as with method A. 

(0103) 
Next, the effects of method C will be explained. If metal pipes 50 whose end internal diameters have not 
been expanded are butted, and the junction vicinity is actively plastic-deformed while like metal pipes 50 
are diffusion bonded to one another, then it is possible to easily obtain metal pipe joint 52 in which the 
internal diameter d3 of the junction has become larger than the internal diameter do of the non-conjugative 
regions. 

(0104) 



If a metal pipe joint 52 that was obtained in this way is expanded using a mandrel for example, the 
deformation resistance of the junction vicinity becomes small in the same manner as with method A. 
Therefore, in comparison to the case in which a metal pipe joint that has a uniform internal diameter is 
expanded, 
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it is possible to perform the pipe expansion operation smoothly, and it is also possible to conserve motive 
energy in the pipe expansion operation. 

(°105) 
Moreover, because the internal diameter of the junction has become larger, it is possible to reduce the 
plastic stress of the junction at the time of pipe expansion. Therefore, as with method A, even in the case in 
which heat-affected regions generate in the junction vicinity and the deformability is diminished, the 
generation of fissures in the junction due to pipe expansion becomes unlikely, and it is possible to obtain a 
metal pipe joint that is superior with respect to strength and airtightness. 

(0106) 
(Embodiment 1) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method A. A carbon steel pipe made from 
American Petroleum Institution Grade H40 (this is notated as "API H40" hereafter) with an external 
diameter of 7 inches (178 mm) and wall thickness 0.231 inches (6 mm) was used for the metal pipe, and the 
end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter expansion rate was 5%. 

(0107) 
Next, the end face of the expanded metal pipe was finished such that the surface roughness Rmax is less 
than 30 /im, a Ni-family alloy foil with melting point of 1050°C and thickness of 50     that has a 
composition equivalent to JIS BNi-3 was placed on the bonding boundary of the metal pipe, and liquid 
phase diffusion bonding was performed. Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was expanded using a 
mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate was 25%. 

(0108) 
Also, a high frequency induction heating method that uses a high frequency current with a frequency of 3 
kHz was used as the heating method for the junction. Moreover, the bonding conditions were such that the 
bonding temperature was 1300°C, the retention time was 180 seconds, and the applied pressure was 4 MPa, 
and bonding was performed in an Ar atmosphere. 

(0109) 
(Embodiments 2-3, Comparative Examples 1,2) 
Apart from respectively setting the end diameter expansion rates of metal pipes 30 to 0% (Comparative 
Example 1), 3% (Comparative Example 2), 20% (Embodiment 2), and 25% (Embodiment 3), the 
manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joints were performed in accordance with the same 
procedures as with Embodiment 1. 

(0110) 
With respect to the metal pipe joints that were obtained in Embodiments 1 - 3 and Comparative Examples 1 
- 2, the maximum value of the level differences that generated on the inner periphery side of the junctions 
after bonding (this is simply called the "maximum level difference" hereafter) was measured. Moreover, a 
penetrant test was performed with respect to the junction surface after pipe expansion, and the presence of 
cracks was investigated. Furthermore, after the level differences alone that generated on the external 
periphery of the expanded joint were grinded with a grinder and set to less than 0.5 mm, an API 1104 
specimen was extracted from this joint and tensile tests were conducted. The results are shown in Table 1. 

(0111) 
(Table 1) 
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(0112) 
In Comparative Example 1 in which the end diameter expansion rate was taken to be 0%, the maximum 
level difference reached 4 mm. Moreover, multiple fissures were recognized in the penetrant test after pipe 
expansion. Furthermore, the tensile strength exhibited low strength of 283 MPa, and the specimen broke 
away from the bonding boundary. 

(0113) 
In Comparative Example 2 in which the end diameter expansion rate was taken to be 3%, the maximum 
level difference fell t 1 mm. Moreover, significant fissures were recognized in the junction in the 
penetrant test after pipe expansion, but the number of fissures was less than in Comparative Example 1. 



Accordingly, the tensile strength improved to 467 MPa, but the specimen broke away from the bonding 
boundary. 

(0114) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiments 1, 2, and 3 in which the end diameter expansion rates were respectively 
taken to be 5%, 20%, and 25%, the maximum level differences all fell to 0.5 mm. Moreover, no fissures 
were recognized on the bonding boundary in the penetrant tests following pipe expansion in any of the 
embodiments. Furthermore, the bonding strengths all exhibited strengths greater than 700 MPa, which is 
equivalent to that of the parent material, and the specimens broke away from the parent material side. 

(0115) 
From the above results, it became clear that if the end internal diameter of the metal pipe is expanded 
before the metal pipes are bonded such that a value greater than the prescribed end diameter expansion rate 
is achieved, it is possible to make the maximum level difference small. Moreover, it became clear that the 
greater the end diameter expansion rate is made, the more difficult it will be for fissures to generate in the 
junction at the time of pipe expansion, and a metal pipe joint with higher bonding strength can be obtained. 

(0116) 
(Embodiment 4) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method A. A carbon steel pipe made from API 
H40 with an external diameter of 7 inches (178 mm) and wall thickness 0.231 inches (6 mm) was used for 
the metal pipe, and the end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate was 15%. 
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(0117) 
Next, the end face of the expanded metal pipe was finished such that the surface roughness Rmax is less 
than 30 /im, an Fe-3B-3Si-1C alloy foil with melting point of 1200°C and thickness of 40 ^m was placed 
on the bonding boundary of the metal pipe, and liquid phase diffusion bonding was performed. 
Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was expanded using a mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate 
was 25%. 

(0118) 
Also, a high frequency induction heating method that uses a high frequency current with a frequency of 3 
kHz was used as the heating method for the junction. Moreover, the bonding conditions were such that the 
bonding temperature was 1250°C, the retention time was 60 seconds, and the applied pressure was 4 MPa, 
and bonding was performed in an Ar atmosphere. 

(0119) 
(Embodiment 5) 
A Ni-family alloy foil with a melting point of 1140°C and thickness of 40 //m that has a composition 
equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as an insert material, and apart from retaining for 120 seconds at 1300°C, 
the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same 
procedures as with Embodiment 4. 

(0120) 
(Embodiment 6) 
A Ni-family alloy foil with a melting point of 1140°C and thickness of 40 /nn that has a composition 
equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as an insert material, and apart from setting the bonding temperature to 
1400°C and the retention time to 300 seconds, the rnanufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint 
were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 4. 

(0121) 
(Comparative Example 3) 
An Fe-2B-lSi alloy foil with a melting point of 1290°C and thickness of 40 pm was used as an insert 
material, and apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1400°C, the retention time to 300 seconds, and 
the applied pressure to 5 MPa, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in 
accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 4. 

(0122) 
With respect to the metal pipe joints that were obtained in Embodiments 4-6 and Comparative Example 3, 
maximum level difference tests, penetrant tests, and tensile tests were conducted in accordance with the 
same procedures as with Embodiment 1. The results are shown in Table 2. 

(0123) 
(Table 2) 
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(0124) 
In Comparative Example 3 in which an insert material with a melting point of 1290°C was used, although 
the retention time was taken to be 300 seconds, fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test 
following pipe expansion. Moreover, the tensile strength was 417 MPa and the specimen broke away from 
the bonding boundary. This is thought to have been because the diffusion of elements is not sufficiently 
performed on the bonding boundary because the melting point of the insert material is highland thus the 
deformability of the bonding boundary vicinity is diminished. 

(0125) 



In contrast to this, in Embodiment 4 in which an insert material with a melting point of 1200°C was used, 
and in Embodiments 5 and 6 in which an insert material with a melting point of 1140°C was used, no 
fissures were recognized on the bonding boundary in the penetrant test following pipe expansion for any of 
the embodiments. Moreover, the bonding strengths all exhibited strengths greater than 700 MPa, which is 
equivalent to that of the parent material, and the specimens broke away from the parent material side. 

(0126) 
Also, all of the end diameter expansion rates of the metal pipes were taken to be 15% in Embodiments 3-6 
and Comparative Example 3, so all of the maximum level differences were 0.5 mm. 

(0127) 
From the above results, it became clear that if an insert material with a melting point that is less than 
1200°C is used in the case in which metal pipes are liquid phase diffusion bonded, then fissures will not 
generate on the junction following pipe expansion and metal pipe joints with high bond strength can be 
obtained. 

(0128) 
(Embodiment 7) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method A. A carbon steel pipe made from API 
H40 with an external diameter of 7 inches (178 mm) and wall thickness 0.231 inches (6 mm) was used for 
the metal pipe, 
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and the end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter expansion rate was 
15%. 

(0129) 
Next, the end face of the expanded metal pipe was finished such that the surface roughness Rmax is less 
than 30 //m, a squamation Ni-family alloy with a melting point of 1140°C that has a composition equivalent 
to JIS BNi-5 was placed on the bonding boundary of the metal pipe such that the thickness was 100//m, 
and liquid phase diffusion bonding was performed. Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was 
expanded using a mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate was 25%. 

(0130) 
Also, a high frequency induction heating method that uses a high frequency current with a frequency of 3 
kHz was used as the heating method for the junction. Moreover, the bonding conditions were such that the 
bonding temperature was 1300°C, the retention time was 180 seconds, and the applied pressure was 4 MPa, 
and bonding was performed in an Ar atmosphere. 

(0131) 
(Embodiment 8) 
A Ni-family alloy powder that has a composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as an insert material, 
and this was placed on the bonding boundary of the metal pipe such that the thickness was 30 //m. Apart 
from retaining for 60 seconds at the bonding temperature, the nianufacturing and expansion of the metal 
pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 7. 

(0132) 
(Embodiment 9) 
A Ni-family alloy foil with thickness of 40 ftm that has a composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as 
an insert material, and apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1250°C and the retention time to 60 
seconds, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the 
same procedures as with Embodiment 7. 

(0133) 
(Comparative Example 4) 
A Ni-family alloy foil with thickness of 200 fim that has a composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as 
an insert material, and apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1400°C and the retention time to 300 
seconds, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the 
same procedures as with Embodiment 7. 

(0134) 
(Comparative Example 5) 
A Ni-family alloy foil with thickness of 40 //m that has a composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as 
an insert material, and apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1450°C and the retention time to 60 
seconds, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the 
same procedures as with Embodiment 7. 

(0135) 
With respect to the metal pipe joints that were obtained in Embodiments 7 - 9 and Comparative Examples 4 
- 5, maximum level difference tests, penetrant tests, and tensile tests were conducted in accordance with the 
same procedures as with Embodiment 1. The results are shown in Table 3. 

(0136) 
(Table 3) 
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Test Number comparative 
Example 4 

Embodiment 
7 

cmD o a i men i 
8 

Embodiment 
9 

Comparative 
Example 5 

Steel 
Pipe 

Material 
Dimensions External 

Diameter 
(Inches) 

- 

Wall 
Thickness 
(Inches) 

End Diameter Expansion Rate 
(%) 

Bonding Surface Roughness 
(Rmax: /mi) 

Insert Material 

Material 
Melting Point 

! (OQ 
Thickness 

(pm) 
Form rOU Squama tion Powder Foil Foil 

Bonding Temperature (°C) 
Retention Time (s) 

Applied Pressure (MPa) 
Bonding Atmosphere 

Heating Method for the 
Junction 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
/"> 1_TT_\ (3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

Maximum Level Difference of 
the Junction (mm) 

Pipe Expansion Rate (%) 
Results of Junction Surface 

Penetrant Test 
Cracks 
Present 

No Cracks No Cracks No Cracks Cracks 
Present 

Tensile Test 
Results 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Break 

Location 
Bonding 

Boundary 
Parent 

Material 
Parent 

Material 
Parent 

Material 
Bonding 

Boundary 
Comprehensive Evaluation 

(0137) 
In Comparative Example 4 in which the thickness of the insert material was taken as 200 //m, although the 
retention time was taken to be 300 seconds, fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test 
following pipe expansion. Moreover, the tensile strength was 588 MPa, and the specimen broke away from 
the bonding boundary. This is thought to have been because the elements contained in the insert material 
were not sufficiently diffused because the insert material was thick, and thus the deformability of the 
bonding boundary vicinity was diminished. 

(0138) 

( 



Moreover, in Comparative Example 5 in which the bonding temperature was taken as 1450°C, melting 
damage occurred in the junction vicinity. Also, fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test 
following pipe expansion. Furthermore, the tensile strength was 657 MPa, and the specimen broke away 
from the bonding boundary. 

(0139) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiments 7, 8, and 9 in which the thickness of the insert material was set below 
100 [Mi and the bonding temperature was set below 1400°C, no melting damage was recognized in any of 
the junctions, and no fissures were recognized on the bonding boundary in the penetrant test following pipe 
expansion for any of the embodiments. Moreover, the bonding strengths all exhibited strengths greater than 
700 MPa, which is equivalent to that of the parent material, and the specimens broke away from the parent 
material side. 

(0140) 
Also, all of the end diameter expansion rates of the metail pipes were taken to be 15% in Embodiments 7-9 
and Comparative Examples 4 - 5, so all of the maximum level differences were 0.5 mm. 

(0141) 
From the above results, it became clear that if the width of the insert material is set to 100 //m in the case in 
which metal pipes are liquid phase diffusion bonded, then fissures will not generate on the junction 
following pipe expansion and metal pipe joints with high bond strength can be obtained. Moreover, it also 
became clear that it is necessary to set the bonding temperature to less than 1400°C in order to suppress 
melting damage of the junction. 
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(0142) 
(Embodiment 10) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method A. A carbon steel pipe made from API 
H40 with an external diameter of 7 inches (178 mm) and wall thickness 0.231 inches (6 mm) was used for 
the metal pipe, and the end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate was 15%. 

(0143) 
Next, the end face of the expanded metal pipe was finished such that the surface roughness Rmax is less 
than 30 //m, a Ni-family alloy foil with a melting point of 1140°C and thickness of 40 /mi that has a 
composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was placed on the bonding boundary of the metal pipe, and liquid 
phase diffusion bonding was performed. Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was expanded using a 
mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate was 25%. 

(0144) 
Also, a high frequency induction heating method that uses a high frequency current with a frequency of 3 
kHz was used as the heating method for the junction. Moreover, the bonding conditions were such mat the 
bonding temperature was 1400°C, the retention time was 30 seconds, and the applied pressure was 5 MPa, 
and bonding was performed in an Ar atmosphere. 

(0145) 
(Embodiment 11) 
Apart from setting the retention time at the bonding temperature to 300 seconds and the applied pressure to 
1.5 MPa, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the 
same procedures as with Embodiment 10. 

(0146) 
(Comparative Example 6) 
Apart from setting the retention time at the bonding temperature to 15 seconds, the manufacturing and 
expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with 
Embodiment 10. 

(0147) 
(Comparative Example 7) 
A Ni-family alloy foil with thickness of 30 /mi that has a composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was used as 
an insert material, and apart from setting the retention time at the bonding temperature to 300 seconds and 
the applied pressure to 1 MPa, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in 
accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 10. 

(0148) 
(Comparative Example 8) 
Apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1250°C, the retention time to 300 seconds, and the applied 
pressure to 7 MPa, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance 
with the same procedures as with Embodiment 10. 

(0149) 
With respect to the metal pipe joints that were obtained in Embodiments 10-11 and Comparative 
Examples 6-8, maximum level difference tests, penetrant tests, and tensile tests were conducted in 
accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 1. The results are shown in Table 4. 

(0150) 
(Table 4) 
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Test Number Comparative 
Example 6 

jDmoouiineni 
10 

fVinrmnrji ti VP 

Example 7 
F mho d iment 

n 
Comparative 
Example 8 

Steel 
Pipe 

Material ^ 
Dimensions External 

Diameter 
(Inches) 

Wall 
Thickness 
(Inches) 

End! Diameter Expansion Rate 
(%) 

Bonding Surface Roughness 
(Rmax: um) 

Insert Material 

Material 
Melting Point 

(°C) 
Thickness 

G/m) 
Form Foil Foil roil roil Foil 

Bonding Temperature (°C) 
Retention Time (s) 

Applied Pressure (MPa) 
Bonding Atmosphere 

Heating Method for the 
I Junction 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
\5 KHZ; 

TT' l- Hlgil 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
{J tsJXC) 

Maximum Level Difference of 
the Junction (mm) 

Pipe Expansion Rate (%) 
Results of Junction Surface 

Penetrant Test 
Cracks 
Present 

No Cracks Cracks 
Present 

No Cracks Cracks 
Present 

Tensile Test 
Results 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Break 

Location 
Bonding 
Boundary 

Parent 
Material 

Bonding 
Boundary 

Parent 
Material 

Bonding 
Boundary 

Comprehensive Evaluation 

(0151) 
In Comparative Example 6 in which the retention time at the bonding temperature was taken as 15 seconds, 
fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test following pipe expansion. Moreover, the 
tensile strength was 563 MPa, and the specimen broke away from the bonding boundary. This is thought to 
have been because the diffusion of elements was not sufficiently performed because the retention time was 
short, and thus the deformability of the bonding boundary vicinity was diminished. 

(0152) 
Moreover, in Comparative Example 7 in which the applied pressure was taken as 1 MPa, although the 
retention time at the bonding temperature was taken as 300 seconds, fissures were recognized in the 



junction in the penetrant test following pipe expansion. Also, the tensile strength was 628 MPa, and the 
specimen broke away from the bonding boundary. This is thought to have been because the bonding 
boundary did not sufficiently adhere and partially unbonded portions generated because the applied 
pressure was low, and therefore the deformability of the entire bonding boundary was diminished. 

(0153) 
Furthermore, in Comparative Example 8 in which the applied pressure was taken as 7 MPa, although the 
bonding temperature was reduced to 1250°C, excessive deformation occurred in the junction vicinity. 
Moreover, fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test following pipe expansion. 
Furthermore, the tensile strength was 687 MPa, and the specimen broke away from the bonding boundary. 

(0154) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiment 10 in which the applied pressure was set to 5 MPa and the retention time 
was set to 30 seconds, and in Embodiment 11 in which the applied pressure was set to 1.5 MPa and the 
retention time was set to 300 seconds, no fissures were recognized on the bonding boundary in the 
penetrant test following pipe expansion for either of the embodiments. Moreover, the bonding strengths 
both exhibited strengths greater than 700 MPa, which is equivalent to that of the parent material, and the 
specimens broke away from the parent material side. 
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(0155) 
Also, all of the end diameter expansion rates of the metal pipes were taken to be 15% in Embodiments 10 - 
11 and Comparative Examples 6 - 8, so all of the maximum level differences were 0.5 mm. 

(0156) 
From the above results, it became clear that if the applied pressure is set greater than 1.5 MPa and less than 
5 MPa in the case in which metal pipes are liquid phase diffusion bonded, then fissures will not generate on 
the junction following pipe expansion and metal pipe joints with high bond strength can be obtained. 

(0157) 
(Embodiment 12) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method A. A steel pipe was used with an 
external diameter of 10.75 inches (269 mm) and wall thickness 0.5 inches (13 mm) made from American 
Petroleum Institution Grade LC52-1200 (called "LC52-1200" hereafter), which is a type of martensitic 
stainless steel, and the end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate was 15%. 

(0158) 
Next, the end face of the expanded steel pipe was finished such that the surface roughness Rmax is less 
than 50 /an, a Ni-family alloy foil with melting point of 1140°C and thickness of 40 /mr that has a 
composition equivalent to JIS BNi-5 was placed on the bonding boundary of the metal pipe, and liquid 
phase diffusion bonding was performed. Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was expanded using a 
mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate was 25%. 

(0159) 
Also, a high frequency induction heating method that uses a high frequency current with a frequency of 3 
kHz was used as the heating method for the junction. Moreover, the bonding conditions were such that the 
bonding temperature was 1300°C, the retention time was 120 seconds, and the applied pressure was 4 MPa, 
and bonding was performed man Ar atmosphere. 

(0160) 
(Embodiment 13) 
Apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1350°Ct the retention time to 210 seconds, the applied 
pressure to 3.5 MPa, and the frequency of the high frequency current that flows through the induction coil 
to 100 kHz, the rnanufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with 
the same procedures as with Embodiment 12. 

(0161) 
(Embodiment 14) 
Apart from setting the bonding temperature to 1350°C, the retention time to 210 seconds, the applied 
pressure to 3.5 MPa, and performing bonding with a high frequency direct conduction heating method that 
uses a high frequency current with frequency of 25 kHz, the rnanufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe 
joint were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 12. 

(0162) 
(Comparative Example 9) 
Apart from setting the surface roughness Rmax of the bonding surface to 100 /nn, the bonding temperature 
to 1400°C, and the retention time to 300 seconds, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint 
were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 12. 

(0163) 
(Comparative Example 10) 
Apart from setting the retention time at the bonding temperature to 300 seconds, the applied pressure to 5 
MPa, and the frequency of the high frequency current that flows through the induction coil t 400 kHz, the 



manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same 
procedures as with Embodiment 12. 

(0164) 
With respect to the metal pipe joints that were obtained in Embodiments 12-14 and Comparative 
Examples 9-10, maximum level difference tests, penetrant tests, and tensile tests were conducted in 
accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 1. The results are shown in Table 5. 

(0165) 
(Table 5) 
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Test Number Comparative 
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12 
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13 
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(Inches) 
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Insert Material 

Material 
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Thickness 
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Form Foil Foil Foil Foil Foil 
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Retention Time (s) 

Applied Pressure (MPa) 
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Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(3 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
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High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 

(400 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 

(100 kHz) 

High 
Frequency 
Induction 
Heating 
Method 
(25 kHz) 

Maximum Level Difference of 
the Junction (mm) 

Pipe Expansion Rate (%) 
!    Results of Junction Surface 

Penetrant Test 
Cracks 
Present 

No Cracks Cracks 
Present 

No Cracks No Cracks 

Tensile Test 
Results 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Break 

Location 
Bonding 

Boundary 
Parent 

Material 
Bonding 
Boundary 

Parent 
Material 

Parent 
Material 

Comprehensive Evaluation 

(0166) 
In Comparative Example 9 in which the surface roughness Rmax of the bonding boundary was set to 
100 fan, although diffusion bonding was performed under conditions of relatively high temperature, high 
pressure, and long time, fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test following pipe 
expansion. Moreover, the tensile strength was 477 MPa, and the specimen broke away from the bonding 
boundary. This is thought to have been because it was not possible to fill with melted Ni alloy the 
irregularities that were present on the bonding boundary because the surface texture was rough, and 
therefore the deformability of the entire bonding boundary was diminished. 

(0167) V 



Likewise, in Comparative Example 10 in which induction heating was performed using a high frequency 
current with a frequency of400 MPa [sic], although diffusion bonding was performed under conditions of 
relatively high temperature, high pressure, and long time, fissures were recognized in the junction in the 
penetrant test following pipe expansion. Moreover, the tensile strength was 431 MPa, and the specimen 
broke away from the bonding boundary. This is thought to have been because the entire bonding boundary 
did not heat uniformly and unbonded portions generated on the inner periphery side of the metal pipe 
because the frequency was high, and therefore the deformability of the entire bonding boundary was 
diminished. 

(0168) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiments 12 - 14 in which the surface roughness Rmax of the bonding boundary 
was set to 50 /mi and a high frequency current with a frequency less than 100 kHz was used, no fissures 
were recognized on the bonding boundary in the penetrant test following pipe expansion for any of the 
embodiments. Moreover, the bonding strengths all exhibited strengths greater than 700 MPa, which is 
equivalent to that of the parent material, and the specimens broke away from the parent material side. 

(0169) 
Also, all of the end diameter expansion rates of the metal pipes were taken to be 15% in Embodiments 12 - 
14 and Comparative Examples 9 -10, so all of the maximum level differences were 0.5 mm. 
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(0170) 
From the above results, it became clear that if the surface roughness Rmax of the bonding boundary is set 
to 50 /mi in the case in which metal pipes are liquid phase diffusion bonded, then fissures will not generate 
on the junction following pipe expansion and metal pipe joints with high bond strength can be obtained. 
Moreover, it became clear that if the frequency of the high frequency current is set below 100 kHz in the 
case in which the bonding boundary is heated through high frequency induction heating or high frequency 
direct conduction heating, it is possible to restrain the reduction of deformability that originates from the 
generation of unbonded portions. 

(0171) 
(Embodiment 15) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method B. A carbon steel pipe made from API 
40H with an external diameter of 7 inches (178 mm) and wall thickness 0.231 inches (6 mm) was used for 
the metal pipe, and the end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate was 10%. 

(0172) 
Next, external thread was established on the end faces of the expanded metal pipes, and like metal pipes 
were fastened to one another with a coupling that has internal thread that can screw into this external 
thread. Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was expanded using a mandrel such that the pipe 
expansion rate was 10%. 

(0173) 
(Embodiment 16) 
Apart from setting the end diameter expansion rate of the metal pipe to 25% and expanding the metal pipe 
joint with a 25% pipe expansion rate, the manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joint were 
performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 15. 

(0174) 
(Embodiment 16 [sic]) 
Apart from using as the metal pipe a steel pipe made from LC52-1200 with an external diameter of 10.75 
inches (273 mm) and wall thickness 0.5 inches (127 mm), setting the end diameter expansion rate to 25%, 
and expanding the metal pipe joint with a 25% pipe expansion rate, the manufacturing and expansion of the 
metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 15. 

(0175) 
(Comparative Example 11) 
Apart from setting the end diameter expansion rate of the metal pipe to 0%, the manufacturing and 
expansion of the metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with 
Embodiment 15. 

(0176) 
(Comparative Example 12) 
Apart from using as the metal pipe a steel pipe made from LC52-1200 with an external diameter of 10.75 
inches (273 mm) and wall thickness 0.5 inches (127 mm), setting the end diameter expansion rate to 15%, 
and expanding the metal pipe joint with a 25% pipe expansion rate, the manufacturing and expansion of the 
metal pipe joint were performed in accordance with the same procedures as with Embodiment 15. 

(0177) 
Hydraulic pressure tests were conducted with respect to each of the metal pipe joints that were obtained in 
Embodiments 15 -17 and Comparative Examples 11-12. The results are shown in Table 6. 

(0178) 
(Table 6) 
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Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory Leak 

Generation 
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(0179) 
With respect to Comparative Example 11 in which the end diameter expansion rate was set to 0% and the 
metal pipe joint was expanded with a 10% pipe expansion rate, water leaks generated from the junction 
after having performed a hydraulic pressure test with 2100 psi pressure. 

(0180) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiment 15 in which both the end diameter expansion rate and the pipe expansion 
rate were set to 10%, and in Embodiment 16 in which both the end diameter expansion rate and the pipe 
expansion rate were set to 25%, water leaks did not generate from either of the junctions even when 
hydraulic pressure tests were performed with 2100 psi pressure. 

(0181) 
Moreover, with respect to Comparative Example 12 in which the end diameter expansion rate was set to 
15% and the metal pipe joint was expanded with a 20% pipe expansion rate, water leaks generated from the 
junction after having performed a hydraulic pressure test with 3000 psi pressure. 

(0182) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiment 17 in which both the end diameter expansion rate and the pipe expansion 
rate were set to 25%, water leaks did not generate from the junction even when a hydraulic pressure test 
was performed with 3000 psi pressure, and a satisfactory metal pipe joint was obtained. 

(0183) 
From the above results, it became clear that, in the case in which a metal pipe joint that was bonded with a 
threaded connection method is expanded, if pipe expansion is performed with a pipe expansion rate that is 
less than the end diameter expansion rate, a metal pipe joint that is superior with respect to airtightness can 
be obtained. 

(0184) 
(Embodiment 18) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method C. A steel pipe made from STKM12B 
(JIS G3445) with an external diameter of 140 mm and wall thickness of 7 mm was used for the metal pipe. 
The end face of this steel pipe was finished such that the surface roughness Rmax is less than 30 ^m, a Ni- 
family alloy foil with a melting point of 1050°C and thickness of 50 //m that has a composition equivalent 
to JIS BNi-3 was placed on the bonding boundary, and diffusion bonding was performed. Furthermore, the 



obtained metal pipe joint was expanded with a mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate was between 5 - 
25%. 

(0185) 
Also, a high frequency induction heating method that used a high frequency current with a frequency of 3 
kHz was used as the heating method for the junction, and two types of coils were used for the heating coils 
- a coil in which the heating width is 20 mm, and a coil in which the heating width is 40 nun. 
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(0188) 
It can be seen from Table 7 that the expansion length becomes longer as a heating coil with a long heating 
width is used. In other words, it can be seen that the expansion length becomes 40 - 50 mm if the heating 
width is set to 20 mm, and the expansion length becomes 80 - 90 mm if the heating width is set to 40 mm 

(0189) 
Moreover, it can be seen from Table 7 that, in the case in which the expansion length is set between 40 - 50 
mm, a metal pipe joint is obtained in which pipe expansion can be performed with a larger pipe expansion 
rate as the lateral expansion rate becomes larger. 

(0190) 
Stated simply, in the case in which the lateral expansion rate is 1.00, cracks already generated on the 
bonding boundary when the pipe expansion rate was 10%, and a sound metal pipe joint was not obtained 
(Test Number 1). When the lateral expansion rate was set to 1.02, a sound metal pipe joint was obtained in 
the case in which the pipe expansion rate was less than 15%, but fissures generated in the junction when the 
pipe expansion rate was greater than 20% (Test Number 3). 

(0191) 
In contrast to this, when the lateral expansion rate was set greater than 1.04 (Test Numbers 5, 7,9, and 11), 
no fissures generated in the junctions even when the pipe expansion rate was set to 20%, and sound metal 
pipe joints that have strengths equivalent to the parent material were obtained. 

(0192) 
The case in which the expansion length was set between 80 - 90 mm was the same, and it can be seen that a 
metal pipe joint is obtained in which pipe expansion can be performed with a larger pipe expansion rate as 
the lateral expansion rate becomes larger (Test Numbers 2,4, 6, 8, 10). 

(0193) 
Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 7 that, in the case in which the lateral expansion rate is made to be 
uniform, there is a tendency for metal pipe joints to be obtained that can withstand pipe expansion with a 
larger pipe expansion rate as the expansion length becomes longer. In other words, in the case in which the 
lateral expansion rate was 1.02 and the expansion length was 40 mm, fissures generated in the junction 
when pipe expansion was performed with a pipe expansion rate of 20% (Test Number 3). On the other 
hand, in the case in which the expansion length was set to 80 mm, no fissures generated in the joint even 
when pipe expansion was performed with a pipe expansion rate of 20%, and a sound joint that has strength 
equivalent to the parent material was obtained (Test Number 4). 

(0194) 
Likewise, in the case in which the lateral expansion rate was 1.04 and the expansion length was 45 mm, 
fissures generated in the junction when pipe expansion was performed with a pipe expansion rate of 25% 
(Test Number 5). On the other hand, in the case in which the expansion length was set to 90 mm, no 
fissures generated in the junction even when pipe expansion was performed with a pipe expansion rate of 
25%, and a sound joint that has the strength equivalent to the parent material was obtained (Test 
Number 6). 

(0195) 
From the above results, it became clear that if metal pipes whose ends have not been expanded are butted 
and the bonding boundary vicinity is deformed into a barrel shape with a prescribed lateral expansion rate 
at the time of diffusion bonding, then fissures will not generate in the junction even in the case in which 
pipe expansion is performed with a high pipe expansion rate, and a sound metal pipe joint with high 
bonding strength can be obtained. 
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(0196) 
(Embodiment 19) 
Pipe expansion was performed on a metal pipe joint using method A\ A carbon steel pipe made from API 
H40 with an external diameter of 7 inches (178 mm) and wall thickness 0.231 inches (6 mm) was used for 
the metal pipe, and the end internal diameter of this steel pipe was expanded such that the end diameter 
expansion rate was 5%. 

(0197) 
Next, grooves were formed on the end faces of the expanded metal pipes, and the metal pipes were welded 
with a gas shield arc welding method. Furthermore, the obtained metal pipe joint was expanded using a 
mandrel such that the pipe expansion rate was 25%. 

(0198) 
Also, welding was performed using JIS YGW21 (01.2 mm) as the welding wire and a mixed gas of Ar + 
20%CO2 as the shield gas, with a 280A welding current 

(0199) 
(Embodiments 20-21, Comparative Examples 13-14) 
Apart from respectively setting the end diameter expansion rates of metal pipes 30 to 0% (Comparative 
Example 13), 3% (Comparative Example 14), 10% (Embodiment 20), and 15% (Embodiment 21), the 
manufacturing and expansion of the metal pipe joints were performed in accordance with the same 
procedures as with Embodiment 19. 

(0200) 
With respect to the metal pipe joints that were obtained in Embodiments 19 - 21 and Comparative 
Examples 13 -14, penetrant tests and tensile tests were performed in accordance with the same procedures 
as with Embodiment 1. The results are shown in Table 8. 

(0201) 
(Table 8) 
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Test Number Comparative 
Example 13 

Comparative 
Example 14 

Embodiment 
19 

Embodiment 
20 

Embodiment 
21 

Steel 
Pipe 

Material 
Dimensions External 

Diameter 
(Inches) 

Wall 
Thickness 
(Inches) 

End I diameter Expansion Rate 
(%) 

Welding Method Gas Shield Arc Welding Method 
Welding Wire: JIS YGW21 (01.2 mm) 

Shield Gas: Ar + 20%CO2 
Welding Current: 280A 

Pipe Expansion Rate (%) 
Results of Junction Surface 

Penetrant Test 
Cracks 
Present 

Cracks 
Present 

No Cracks No Cracks No Cracks 



Tensile Test 
Results 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 
Break 

Location 
Welded 
Section 

Welded 
Section 

Parent 
Material 

Parent 
Material 

Parent 
Material 

Comprehensive Evaluation 

(0202) 
In Comparative Example 13 in which the end diameter expansion rate was set to 0%, multiple fissures were 
recognized in the junction in the penetrant test following pipe expansion. Furthermore, the tensile strength 
exhibited low strength of 317 MPa, and the specimen broke away from the welded section. 

(0203) 
Likewise, in Comparative Example 14 in which the end diameter expansion rate was set to 3%, significant 
fissures were recognized in the junction in the penetrant test following pipe expansion, but the number of 
fissures was less than in Comparative Example 13. Accordingly, the tensile strength improved to 495 MPa, 
but the specimen broke away from the welded section. 

(0204) 
In contrast to this, in Embodiments 19,20, and 21 in which the end diameter expansion rates were 
respectively set to 5%, 10%, and 15%, no fissures were recognized on the bonding boundary in the 
penetrant tests following pipe expansion in any of the embodiments. Furthermore, the bonding strengths all 
exhibited strengths greater than 700 MPa, which is equivalent to that of the parent material, and the 
specimens broke away from the parent material side. 

(0205) 
From the above results, it became clear that if the end internal diameter of the metal pipe is expanded 
before the metal pipes are welded such that a value greater than the prescribed end diameter expansion rate 
is achieved, it becomes more difficult for fissures to generate on the junction at the time of pipe expansion 
as the end diameter expansion rate becomes larger, and a metal pipe joint with higher bonding strength can 
be obtained. 

(0206) 
The embodiments of the present invention were described in detail above, but the present invention is in no 
way limited to the embodiments described above, and various alterations are possible within a scope that 
does not deviate from the purport of the present invention. 

(0207) 
For example, there are no particular restrictions regarding the shape of the mandrel that is used for pipe 
expansion, and it would be acceptable to use a tapered mandrel or a mandrel that has a roller on the tapered 
surface. 

(0208) 
Moreover, there are also no particular restrictions regarding the drive means for the mandrel. For example, 
it would be acceptable to affix a shaft to the base surface of the mandrel, and then drive the mandrel into 
the metal pipe joint using that shaft 
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Alternatively, it would also be acceptable to apply hydraulic pressure to the base surface of the mandrel, 
and then move it through the metal pipe joint from one end to the other with hydraulic pressure. 

(0209) 
Moreover, in the embodiments described above, a diffusion bonding method, a threaded connection 
method, or a welding method was used to bond metal pipe joints in which the internal diameter of the 
junction has become larger than the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions, but the bonding 
method of the metal pipes joints is not limited to these methods. For example, it would also be acceptable 
to form a metal pipe joint by bonding metal pipes with a friction pressure welding method. 

(0210) 
Furthermore, the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its manufacturing method of the present invention 
are particularly suited for oil well pipes for casing that is buried beneath the earth and the manufacturing 
method thereof, but the applications of the present invention are not limited to oil well pipes, and it is 
possible to use them as casing that is used in natural gas wells, geothermal wells, hot spring wells, and 
water wells, or as line pipe that is laid on the ground surface or as plumbing for plants and the 
manufacturing methods thereof. By doing so, it is possible to obtain effects equivalent to those of the 
embodiments above. 

(0211) 
(Effects of the Invention) 
The metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its manufacturing method of the present invention uses an 
industrial tool such as a mandrel to expand a metal pipe joint in which the internal diameter of the junction 
has become larger than the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions, so the deformation resistance 
when expanding the metal pipe joint becomes small. Therefore, it is possible to perform the pipe expansion 
operation smoothly, and there is the effect that motive energy of the pipe expansion operation is also 
conserved. 

(0212) 
Moreover, if the diameter of the end of the metal pipe is expanded in advance with a prescribed end 
diameter expansion rate and such metal pipes are butted and diffusion bonded or welded, then it is possible 
to easily obtain a metal pipe joint in which the internal diameter of the junction has become larger than the 
internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions. 

(0213) 
Furthermore, in the case in which such a metal pipe joint is expanded, it is possible to make the plastic 
stress of the junction small in comparison to the plastic stress of the non-conjugative regions. Therefore, 
even in the case in which heat-affected regions generate at the time of diffusion bonding or welding and the 
deformability of the junction vicinity is diminished, there is the effect that it becomes difficult for fissures 
to generate on the junction, and a metal pipe joint that is superior with respect to strength and airtightness 
can be obtained. 

(0214) 
Moreover, if metal pipes whose end internal diameters have been expanded with a prescribed end diameter 
expansion rate are bonded with a threaded connection method to form a metal pipe joint, there is the effect 
that the thread portions do not plastic-deform, so there is no decrease in airtightness that originates from 
loose thread. 

(0215) 
Moreover, even in the case in which like metal pipes whose ends have not been expanded are butted and 
the junction is deformed into a barrel shape with a prescribed lateral expansion rate at the same time that 
the metal pipes are diffuse bonded, it is possible to easily obtain a metal pipe joint in which the internal 
diameter of the junction has become larger than the internal diameter of the non-conjugative regions. 



Therefore, if such a metal pipe joint is expanded with a prescribed pipe expansion rate, there is the effect 
that a metal pipe joint that is superior with respect to strength and airtightness can be obtained. 

(0216) 
Furthermore, in the case in which the ends of metal pipes are expanded in advance with a prescribed end 
diameter expansion rate and such metal pipes are butted and diffusion bonded, it is possible to reduce the 
level differences that generate on the inner periphery side of the junction, even if there is variation in the 
dimensions of each metal pipe. Therefore, even if pipe expansion is performed, there is no danger of the 
generation of fissures that originate from stress concentration, so there is the effect that a metal pipe joint 
that is superior with respect to strength, fatigue characteristics, and corrosion resistance can be obtained. 

(0217) 
As described above, through the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its rnanufacruring method, it is 
possible to easily obtain a metal pipe joint in which the energy expenditure required for pipe expansion is 
small, airtightness and strength are superior, and the level differences that generate in the junction are 
small. Therefore, it this is applied to an oil well pipe or line pipe, for example, it will contribute to 
significant cost reduction and reliability improvement in the oil drilling operation or pipe laying operation, 
and the present invention is an invention in which these effects are extremely large industrially. 

(Brief Description of the Drawings) 

(Figure 1) 
A flow chart that shows the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its manufacturing method of the first 
embodiment of the present invention. 

(Figure 2) 
A flow chart that shows the pipe expansion method of the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion shown in 
Figure 1(d). 

(Figure 3) 
A flow chart that shows the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its n^ufacturing method of the second 
embodiment of the present invention. 

(Figure 4) 
A flow chart that shows the pipe expansion method of the metal pipe joint for pipe expansion shown in 
Figure 2(d). 

(FigureS) 
Figure 5 (a) - (c) is a flow chart that shows metal pipe joint for pipe expansion and its manufacturing 
method of the third embodiment of the present invention, and Figure 5 (d) is a figure that shows the 
expansion method of the metal pipe for pipe expansion shown in Figure 5 (c). 

(Figure 6) 
A cross sectional diagram that shows the typical structure of an oil well. 

(Figure 7) 
A cross sectional diagram that shows the threaded connection method (mechanical coupling method). 

(Explanation of Symbols) 

30,40,50 Metal Pipes 
32,42, 52 Metal Pipe Joints 
34 Mandrel 
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[see source for drawings] 

(Figure 1) 
(c) 
Machine work Machine work 

(Figure 3) 

(Figure 2) 
Applied pressure 

(Figure 6) 
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(Figure 4) 
Applied pressure 

(Figure 7) 

(Figure 5) 
CO 
Applied pressure Applied pressure 
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